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InternafionalSfandardBibliographic
Descriptionfor Serials*

counciti,T,t}fi f;,:;H';I::.
Washington, D.C.

The d,evelopment and current status of the International standard Bibl"bqg|ni,
Description for Serials and the implications of its ad.option
for the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules are riported.

HAVE BEEN ASKED- to give you a brief report on the development
Lf
and current status of the rnternational standard Bibliographic Description for serials, hereafter referred to as ISBD (s). In "the twenty
minutes allotted to me, it will,not be possible to ptir"trt any depth of
detail at all-r intend only ro hit the liigh points. I will speat directly
to the points raised in the February rtuiettrint released ly Rtso
concerning serials in the context of the criticism which was heard in certain
qrarters when the Internationat standard, Bi.bliographic Description
for monographs
vsBDlM)]
-was pubrished. I will"respond speciAcally
to each of these concerns, and othcrs that r have heard, iuter i.t this presentation.
Let,me begin by explaining to you how I, a nonlibrarian, came to be
a member of the subcommittee which drafted the rSBD (S). I am a program Ofrcer of the Council on Library Resources, responsible for the
area of library automation and networks.
The other members of the working party were:
Jean Lunn, Canada;
Paul Chaix, Switzerland; Chris foster, United Kiirgdom; Augusr van
wesemael, Netherlands; Gunter Franzmeir, Germanyf president': MarieLouise Bossuat, France; secretary: Monique pelletier, France; and ob_
sery€rs: Jack Wells, United Kingdom; and ilarie Rosenbaum, ISDS, paris.
The various drafts were commented on by representatives of the
r Presented at the American
Nevada, 25 June 1973.
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United States, both Germanies, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Denmark,
France, the United. Kingdom, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, Switzerland,

Program
so being pushed
-best by the Task Force, the National Serials Data
the
council,
from
so
my
colleague
for
success,
chances
had thC
George Parsons, and I devoted almost all our time to it. We helped design, implement and fund the National Serials Data Pilot Project which
was conducted by the Association of Research Libraries. I worked as a
technical consultant to the Pilot Project every day of its eighteen months
of existence. At the conclusion of the Pilot Project, I wrote the Technical Development Plan for the National Serials Data Program which
was followed in the implementation of the United States National Serials
Data Program (U.S. NSDP). I continue as a special consultant to the U.S.
NSDP.

ISBD (S). These were the U.S. National Serials Data Program, the Inter'
national Standard Serial Numbet, and the International Serials Data Sys'
tem (ISDS) in Paris. It was also clear that the Anglo'American Catalogi,ng Rules, as these pertain to serials, would probably have to be examined, after the ISBD (S) final draft was in hand, to see whether these
rules needed to be modified in the light of ISBD (S).
First, let's look at the International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) '
This identification code for serials has been adopted already as the
American National Standard, and it is at this moment out for balloting
as the International Standard. I predict its final acceptance this year. It
was clear that the serial record to which the ISSN was affixed was bound
to have data elements in common with the ISBD (S). I was a member of
the international working party which got international acceptance of
the American national standard serial number. I wrote the first draft of
the international standard.
As the ISSN moved toward adoption, an international system for the
application of this identifier was designed and implemented. The International Center is in Paris at the Bibliothdque Nationale. To help insure
that the development of the U.S. NSDP and the ISDS coincided as necessary, I was appointed as a technical consultant to the ISDS. Incidentally,
UNESCO, the sponsor of the UNISIST program, under which the ISDS
was developed, ofiered the International Center to the United States.
The ofier was made to the Library of Congress, but funds were not
readily available, and the French beat us to the punch. So, the center is
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in Paris, and the ISDS is jointly funded by uNESCo and the French
Sovernment.
As the development of the U.S. NSDP, the ISSN, and the ISDS converged on the development of
_the ISBD (S), I was asked by the chairperson of the rSBD (s) subcommittee ro represent the United states, piincipally because I was involved in all of these activities. Since the chairperson speaksno English, it helped that I speak French.
My reason for accepting the assignment w"s that, at first, ISBD (S)
was apparently not being coordinated with these other develop-etttt'i
have mentioned. It aho Jeemed to me thar the rsBD (s) draft *u. ,,,ouing too fast. The original time schedule included publication of the
final drafr in mid-19?2. It will now come out later this year.
with that as background, let me tell you now about the chronology
followed by the rsBD (s) drafts to date. Some people have been criticai
of the process. Let me assure you that it haj foilowed the rules laid
down by IFLA. As I have mentioned, the rFLA cataloging secretariat,
meeting in Liverpool in August of 1971, decided to follow-the standard
tor monographs with one for serials. It was decided to follow the same
record structure for serials as had been used for monographs, with the
'
data elements in the sameorder, insofar as was possible.
In November, a group met in tserlin to work on the preliminary de.
sign for the rnternational serials Data system. As a member of that
group, r recommended the invitation of ripresentatives of the rsBD (s)
secretariat. It was at this meeting that it wis decided that, whenever the
data elements in the serial recoids of the rsBD (s) and the ISDS (and
frgq my point of view in the serial record of the'u.s. NSDP) coincided, theseelements,and their definitions and, tagging,must be identical.
In February 1972, the first draft of ttre t5fnlS)
was prepared and
.
circulated.among membgrl o-f the working goup.'Foilowing itte charge
from IFLA secretariar, this first draft foriowea ihe format ind element
sequenceof the ISBD(M) almosr exactly. It is my personal opinion that,
eving, or at least hoping, that serial
ld, when in machine-readable form,
)rograms which handled monograph
nodifying these programs. Nothing

chine
handrrng
of monographi.
i:ff::i'"" r'# :i:"l;;
title and author; more aboui that""d'1"'rili'l'.'j#,
later.
-__!n April 1972, the ISDS group met in Vienna. Representatives of
rsBD (s) were present._After thiJ meeting, the second^ISBD (s) draft
w^asprepared and circulated
the working group. In June of tirat year,
100 copies of the second draft_towere circuraied foi comirent among users
of serials.andlibraryassociations. Three hundred copies were made available during the IFLA conference in Budapest. At a'bout this time, it became evident rhat, if
ISBD(S) slavishly followed the ISBD(M),
-the
the complexity of serials
wourd_require a document so full of expranations, footnotes, exceptions, and criss-references, that it wourd be capaVolume 17, Number J, Summer 197)
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ble of being understood only by those who had written it.
The third draft was written during a working grouP meeting in Paris
in November 1972.This draft was circulated only to the members of the

various ways in which corporate authors are entered in difierent libraries
and by the fact that not all libraries catalog serials by successiveentfy.
All of this was taken into account in the development of the U.S. NSDP
and the ISDS. Since the ISSN had to be affixed to an unambiguous title,
and since no cataloging title was completely unambiSuous, a new con'

tion, or 1915.
It seemed to us that the title used as the principal serial identifier in
the ISBD (S) had to include the key title unless there was forever going
to be two systems of cataloging for serials in each country, one for the
national bibliography and one for the national center in the ISDS. This
decision resulted in the present structure of the ISBD (S).
In Novembe r 1972, the working grouP met again in Paris. Due notice
was taken of the comments received after the wide distribution of the
.
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Henriette Avram, Sumner Spalding, Leo Rift, Ake Koel, and Edmund
flamann, in addition to my own.
In December 1972 and 1973, the fourth and final draft ryas prepared
by the secretariat. Mrs. Lunn of the National Library of Canada iranslated the official version into English. It is now being published and will
be widely distributed for comment.
Just as was the case with the ISBD(M), the ISBD (S) defines the
data elements necessaryfor the identification of serials and fixes the order of these elements in the bibliographic record. Its primary purpose
is to permit the creation of a consistent serial identification record in the
national bibliographies, but information is included which will be useful in serials catalogs.

ISBD (S) has received the complete approval o-f Mme. Rosenbaum, the
director of the fnternational Serials Daif Systemin paris.
After all this work and talk, what clois the ISBD (S) look like? Let
me tell you briefly by naming the data elements in the order in which
they appear:
l. Distinctive Title. This is the principal title of the ISBD (S), and
it is completely compatible with key iitle.
2. Parallel title, subtitle, and other titles.
3. Statement of authorship.
4. Place of publication.
5. Name of publisher.
6. Dates and numbering.
7. Place of printing.
8. Name of printer.
9. Illustration starement.
10. Size.
I l. Accompanying material.
12. Seriesstatement.
13. Notes area.
14. ISSN and price.
Each element of the rsBD (s) is indicated by prescribed.punctuation.
The punctuation symbols are prescribed in detail at the head of each
area of the ISBD (s). other punctuation is at the discretion of the cataVolume 17,Number ),Summer 197)
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logrng agency. When other punctuation is included, the prescribed puhctuation is given, even if this may result in double punctuation in sorhe
cases.
In summary, let me give you my considered professional judgment
concerning the ISBD (S), with particular regard to the concerns expressedby RTSD last February. It is my opinion that the ISBD (S) followed the international standard for monographs just as far as was possible, given the complexities of serials and accepting the fact that the
standard had to be compatible with the key title concept. It is my judgment that the ISBD (S) rs compatible with the identification of serials
for the assignment of the ISSN as this will be done in the U.S. National
Center and in the International System. The use of the key title and the
ISSN is going to cause a revolution, some changes are going to have to be
made in the way serials are cataloged. In my opinion, the minimum
changes required are these: catalog by successiveentry, no superimposition, include key title, and include ISSN. Wherever the Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules or current practice are at odds with this, it is my judgment that they will have to be changed.
I believe that we got all that we could reasonably expect in this enterprise: the U.S. Standard Serial Number has become the international
standard. The ISBD (S) incorporates the key title which is basic to the
assignment of the ISSN and the whole international system; we got
agreement to use the MARC serials format in the international system.
We did not get everything we wanted, but if we are going to cooperate
internationally, we will have to accept some compromise. It would have
been better, for example, if the distinctive title had been in all cases
identical to' the key title. I believe that we can live with the 5 percent or
so of caseswhere a note will be required to make the key title and the
distinctive title coincide.
Let me end on this note. If anyone designs a serials system after today without taking due notice of the ISBD (S) and without providing
for the inclusion of the key title and the ISSN, he has not been paying
attention.

.
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ForeignCurrencyExchangeProblems

Relatingto the BookTrade
Mrcnel,r, Moneu
C olorad.oState Uniuersity
Fort Collins, Colorad,o

Currency problems relating to the purchase of books from foreign
countriesare examined.The basi,cproblem is to decid.ewhich currency
will be usedin thesetransactions,
and how to reachagreementwtth uen'
dors on this point. Current practiceis uncertnin,and,recommendations
f or more accuratepracticesare mad,e.
The Problem
-l-HE SITUATION IN THE LIBRARY WORLD with regard to the
.l currency used to purchase foreign publications is extremely confused. Consider this typical transaction:
A British publisher lists the price of a certain book as one pound.
This price is noted by an American library wanting to purchase the
book. But the American library is accustomed to transacting businessin
American currency. It, therefore, converts the pound into dollars using
the most current exchange rate available to it. The British vendor receives the order and prepares his invoice. But since he is accustomed to
selling in pounds he bills in pounds. The library receives the shipment
and approves the invoice, but prepares the check in dollars. The vendor
then receives the check and converts it into pounds. What has happened
in this financial tragi-comedy is that throughout the whole transaction
the two parties have never agreed upon the basic point of which currency is to be used, the pound or the dollar. As a result neither party is
ever quite sure exactly how much the book cosfs, because cost must be
stated ultimately in terms of one currency or the other. The sales transaction then, from a legal point of view, becomes a kind of bargaining
over price at every major stage of the transaction, with the ever present
option of one party calling the whole thing ofi. Only when the vendor
finally cashesthe library's check and takes no further action can we say
that the two parties finally agreed to deal in American currency.
Manuscript acceptedfor publication December 1972,revisedJune 1973.
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The Unstable Condition of the International Currency Market
The problems inherent in this situation have always been present,
but since 15 August l97l they have assumed more serious aspects. On
that date President Nixon broke the tie of the dollar with gold by refusing to exchange gold for the dollars turned in by foreign countries.
This action also, for a time, suspended the system of fixed exchange
rates which had been in effect since the Bretton Woods agreement of
1944. The dollar was allowed to float in relation to foreign currencies.
Thus, a librarian ordering a foreign publication was never sure how
many dollars the publication would eventually cost. Then, on l8 December l97l the situation was stabilized to a degree when the president
agreed to devalue the dollar. The price of gold was increased from $35
to $38 per ounce, a devaluation of 8.57 percent.l This action was part
of a general agteement among the Group of Ten industrial nations
reached at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington to adiust the value of other currencies in relation to the dollar. Some countries, such as
France and Britain, maintained the par value of their currencies in relation to gold, and thus their currencies rose in relation to the dollar by
precisely 8.57 percent. Other countries, such as West Germany and Japan, did not establish their currencies officially in relation to gold, pending official U.S. devaluation. These countries established temporary "central" rates. Most of them also unofficially revalued their currencies upward in relation to the dollar. On 9 May 1972 the U.S. Treasury officially devalued the dollar by notifying the International Monetary Fund.
A significant part of the Smithsonian agreemenr was that any country so desiring could allow the exchang;e rate for the dollar to vary by
2.25 percent on either side of the official rate. For example, the par value
of the British pound was fixed officially at $2.60571,but on the exchange
market it was to be allowed to fluctuate between $2.5471 and $2.6643.
For libraries conducting a considerable businesswith England this is not
an insignificant difierence. Under the system established at Bretton
Woods a I percent variation from the official rate was allowed, but in
the book trade the official rate was the rate generally used. The mechanism for supporting the price of a cunency within bands (fixed limits) is simple. If the price of a dollar drops below the floor the n4tion's
central bank (the U.S. equivalent is the Federal Reserve Bank) buys
large amounts of dollars and drives the price back up. If the dollar is
too high the central bank sells dollars to drive the price down.
lJnfortunately the Smithsonian agreement of December l97l did not
stabilize the situation to the desired degree. On 23 June 1972,little more
than a month after the official devaliration of tlie dollar, the British
found it necessaryto float the pound. The following February (23 February 1973) the U.S. again had to devalue the dollar, this time by about
l0 percent, raising the official price of gold to $42.22 per fine ounce. fn
addition many foreign central banks are refusing to support the dollar
within the agreed bands. They have too many dollars on hand which
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they do not want because they cannot surrender them for gold. On 19
March 1973 the European Economic Community (European Common
Market) announced that its members would suPPort each other's cur'
rency within the 4.50 percent bands, but would no longer suPPort the
dollar. Other countries have set their currencies afloat. To summarize
the situation as of June 1973, the following important currencies (plus
other minor currencies) are floating in relation to the dollar:
Italian lira
Austrian schilling
Belgian franc
Japaneseyen
Portuguese escudo
Danish krone
Canadian dollar
French franc
Srvedish krona
West German Deutsche mark
Norwegian krone
Indian rupee
British pound (plus the currencies
of the other sixteen members of
the Sterling block)
Ultimately a currency is worth only what people think it is worth.
From this point of view the dollar is in deep trouble abroad, becauseof
such factors hs inflationary trends at home, our balance of payments
deficit, the Watergate scandal, and the extensive financial commitments
which our foreign policy requires.2 This has brought into serious question the wisdom of basing the international monetary system upon the
currency of one country. Talks are now underway to overhaul the system
completely and to restore stability, but this overhaul may take years. IJntil the overhaul is complete, it is possible that further devaluations of
the dollar may occur.s After the second U.S. devaluation Arthur Burns,
chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, said that the U.S. "mustn't have
another" devaluation.a His position was supported by Paul Volcker, Undersecretary of the Treasury for Monetary Affairs, who said that the
Nixon administration will not devalue the dollar again.s These pro'
nouncements might be considered as whistling in the dark by government officials in an attempt to restore confidence in the dollar rather
than firm prognostications of the dollar's future stability' Meanwhile
libraries continue to purchase publications from abroad and operate as
best they can. Essentially the library is faced with two problems:
l. How to establish the correct dollar price of a foreign publication.
2. How to convince foreign vendors to transact businessin American
cuTrency.
Pri cin g F orei gn Pub Ii cati ons
The first step in pricing a foreign publication is to establish the list
price. The list price of a book is the price the publisher would charge if
the book were bought from him.6 The list price may be established by
examining the usual trade and bibliographic sources, e.g., publisher's
announcements and catalogs; national bibliographies; trade publications
such as Boohs in Print, press guides (mainly for serials), and LC proof
slips (price often given in the foreign currency).

Volume17,Number), Summer197)
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Of course, some of these sources for the list price may also give the
price in American currency. This is often true of publishers' announcements or catalogs distributed in this country. If this is the case the library simply uses the dollar figure. If the list price is in foreign currency
only, the library should, for reasons discussed below, convert it into
American cuxrency. At this point the difficulties start. There are four
rates of exchange for most currencies: official, open market, black market, and commercial.
Official Rates. Official rates result from international agreements that
define the basic framework of the worth of currencies in relation ro one
another. Such an agreement was that reached by the Group of Ten at
the Smithsonian. The Group of Ten are also members of the International Monetary Fund which has acted officially on the resulrs of the
Smithsonian meeting. The official rates established by the International
Monetary Fund are based upon the gold content of the currency unir.
For example, the British have defined the gold conrent of the pound as
2.13281 grams. The U.S. dollar after the devaluation of December lgTl
equaled.8l85l3 grams. The official conversion rate of the two currencies
was derived simply by dividing 2.13281grams by .818513grams ro obtain
the exchange rate of $2.60571 to the pound. Such decisions as these are
forwarded to the International Monetary Fund and are reported by it
monthly in International Financial Statistics.t
Some countries are not members of the International Monetary
Fund, notably mainland China, Russia, and many Slavic countries. In
many of these countries foreign trade is a government monopoly. Some,
such as Hungary, have unilaterally established official exchange rates, bur
since these are not free to fluctuate they are not quoted on international
exchange markets. Other countries, such as Russia, have not established
official rates because their currencies are for domestic use only. An estimate of the exchange rare can be obtained by comparing the theoretical
gold content of the two currencies as shown in the pound example
above. To obtain a complete picture of the currency situation in atl
countries it is necessaryto consult a reference guide such as the Hand,book of World Cunency.s Many of the sources for the open market
rates also list the oficial rates.
Open Marhet Rates. The open market rate of exchange is the wholesale rate that banks use in buying foreign currency from one another.
This rate probably will not be the same as the official rate. For International Monetary Fund countries the open market rate theoretically
should stay within the 2.25 percent bands on either side of the official
rate. As noted above, however, it often exceeds these bands. There are
a number of sourcesfor open market fates, such as International Financial statistics, the Federal Reserue Bulletin, and the Federal Reserae statistical Release.s'10open market rates are also quoted daily in some major newspapers,for instance, the New Yorh Times and the Wall Street
Journal.
Blach Marhet Rates. For those countries, such as Hungary, which offi-

.
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cially fix the exchange rate, there may also be a black market rate. Since
black market rates are technically illegal they are not reported in official
publications. Some trade publications, the most important of which is
Pick's World Currency Report, attempt to report them, however.u
Commercial Rates. Commercial rates are the retail rates used by commercial banks in trading in foreign currency with their individual customers. These rates may be composed of open market rates plus a small
percentage to allow for a margin of safety and to enable the bank to realize some profit on the transaction. This percentage may tak€ the form
of a slightly higher exchange rate or of a service charge for handling
the transaction. Thus, banks can and do quote different rate$, and a customer conducting considerable business in foreign currency could reasonably shop for the best rate. As rates between banks vary in this country so also do rates vary between countries. The only way to obtain commercial rates is by direct contact with a bank. Many smaller banks do not
quote their own rates but use the rates quoted by their correspondent
banks, usually in New York.
Commercial rates are also afiected by the method of payment. There
are several ways to make foreign currency payments: by foreign check,
cable, or air mail transfers, or by foreign currency. For each type of
payment there may be a slightly different rate due to the variation in the
time it takes to complete the transaction. The more time required to finalize the payment in the foreign counrry, the more the bank risks a
variation in the exchange rate, and the more it will charge its customer.
In summary, then, libraries generally go through all the motions of
pricing foreign pubfications as if they were going to make the payment
in the foreign currency, and then, at the last minute, submit the purchaseorder in the dollar equivalent.
Transacting Businessin American Currency
Having determined the price in the foreign currency and, as nearly
as possible, its equivalent in American currency we must consider now
the question of which currency is to be used in the sales transaction. In
a fluid situation this becomesa real issue, and the importance of the issue increases in direct proportion to the increase in the fluidity of cur-

marks to the dollar. On 26 October 1969, the mark was revalued upward
by 0.29 percent to 90.27322or 3.660 ro the dollar. German vendois had
invoices outstanding on 26 October priced at the old rate. If they were
paid at the old rate the vendors would not realize the amount equal to
the new mark. They had either to take the loss or to send additional in-
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voices for the difference. One large book dealer billed for the difierence.
Flowever, since the dealer's invoices were in terms of dollars (with the
marks noted on the invoices also), and since the library purchase orders
were presumably also in terms of dollars this dealer had no legal right
to issue supplementary invoices and the libraries were not obligated to
honor them. Those that did thereby agreed that the transactions were to
take place according to the value of the mark rather than the value of
the dollar.
The same situation occurred when the dollar was floated in August
1971. T'he price of the British pound rose from 92.40 to 92.50 and
above. One large English dealer sent additional invoices to cover bills
prepared at the old price. Libraries which paid them tacitly agreed to
see that the vendor would realize the new value of the pound, which is
equivalent to dealing in pounds. The library ofiered dollars, the dealer
billed in dollars. Why should the library sufier the loss when the value
of the dollar declined?
While it is true that vendors lost money in the above examples the libraries had their turn to lose when the pound was floated orr 23 ;une
1972. The commercial price of the pound dropped immediately from
around $2.63 to $2.50 and within a week was down ro around $2.45. Invoices outstanding from British vendors on 23 June should have been
paid at the $2.60 rate, thus giving the vendors a profit on the exchange
at the libraries' expense.
In dealing with foreign countries there is always a choice of currencies in which to conduct the transactions. No matter which one is selected, risk is involved. But there is little doubt that American libraries want
to conduct their business in American currency. Neither they nor their
institutional business offices are accustomed to dealing in foreign currency. Obviously it is more complicated to deal in someone else's currency than in one's own. So the question is how to require the library's vendors to deal in American currency.
The Currency Is One of the Terms of SaIe

to be used. Ideally, these instructions should be on each purchase order;
failing that, they could be attached to each order or group of orders on
a separate sheet.
Definition of other terms of sale may also be included, such as the
number of copies of the invoice required, references to tax-free status,
requirements of reporting on series.
The legal acceptanceof the library's offer to buy occurs at the time
of the preparation of the invoice. If the vendor agrees to the library,s
terms' including the price in dollars, rhe contract of sale is fixed. Fluctu-

.
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ation in the currency after the preparation of the invoice is irrelevant
to the contract of sale.
Fai,Iure to Follow the Ofiered Terms
The vendor may choose not to follow the ofiered terms of sale. For
cuffency this may take either or both of these forms: calculating the exchange at a different rate, or billing in the wrong currency.
Calculating the Exchange at a Difierent Rate. The vendor may use
a difierent rate of exchange from the one the library uses. Before the
pound was floated in June 1972 one large English dealer distributed to
libraries a conversion table showing the pound at $2.G5. This was approximately $0.01 from the then upper legal limit of the exchange rate
($2.6643) and was also somewhat higher than the commercial rate. This
dealer, in order to protect himself and to throw a cover of stability over
the situation, said, in effect, "this is not the actual commercial rate but
let us use it for convenience."

- What is to prevent a foreign vendor from simply
-in charging much
higher prices for books sold to American libraries
order to insure
himself against currency fluctuations? The answer is nothing. Libraries,
if they do not like the prices, can buy elsewhere. It is legatlor vendors
to fix their own prices before the contract of sale is set. some British
firms, for example, do this. It is not, however, legal for vend.ors to submit additional invoices after the contract has been closed.
Billing in the Wrong Currency.If the vendor bills in American cur-

rency. If, on the other hand, it accepts the billing, it has, in efiect, acVolume 17, Number 3, Summer 1973
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cepted the vendor's counter offer to sell in his own currency. This acceptance also legally obligates the library to submit Payment in the foreifn currency. If the library pays in dollars it further confuses the issue.
It makes another counter offer to close the contract of sale in American
cuITency.
As a practical matter the library may have to distinguish between
vendors. Certainly a vendor who is used heavily must be made to conform to the library's terms. This may be done by sending a letter requesting future conformance or by simply returning invoices. For invbices from private individuals, or obscute or little used dealers, the library may want to pay in dollars and hope that will end the matter. Taking this risk with little used vendors is probably easier than returning invoices or establishing a system for remitting in foreign cuffency. How'
ever, within the last several months more and more of these small vendors are returning checks issued in dollars and demanding payments in
their own currencies. In certain of these cases the library may have no
choice but to submit payment in the foreign currency if it wants the
publication. If American libraries were to take a common stand on this
problem, such instances could be kept to a minimum.
Conclusi.onan d Summary
Libraries in the past have not been required to concern themselves to
any great degree with problems of foreign currency. As a result they
may have been casual about defining or enforcing this and other terms
of sale. A good deal of this attitude may stem from the condition that
a library does not operate on the profit motive. Its main job is to obtain
material for use, not necessarily to be as efficient as possible. But several
factors have combined to pressure the library to tighten up business procedures. First, international currency exchange is fluid, a fact which
brings problems in establishing prices of materials and in processing invoices. Second, some sources of library financing are exhausted. Any time
a money squeeze exists, accounting and auditing Procedures tend to
tighten. Libraries may be subject more and more to accountability for
their business procedures. But, indeed, why shouldn't libraries know how
to transact business properly?
If American libraries agree to the principle of transacting business
in the various foreign currencies they face the prospect of:
l. Demands by vendors that payment be submitted in the vendor's
own currency.
2. Additional expenseand procedures in payinginvoices.
3. Complaints from institutional businessoffices.
To insist efiectively that transactions take place in American currency American libraries can take the following measures:
l. Always state prices on purchase orders in American currency.
2. Instruct foreign vendors that invoices must be priced in, and be
payable in, American currency.
.
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3. Return invoices which are not billed in American currency (or in
both American currency and foreign currency) with a request to
re-submit in American currency.
4. Allow the vendor some leeway in the exchange calculation when
preparing his invoices, but refuse payment of supplementary invoices sent as a result of currency fluctuations.
REFERENCES

I' This is the official dollar price of gold considering the dollar as a reserve currency.
There is also a free market price of gold which, as of
June 1978, is over gl00
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The Ohio CollegeLibraryCenfer*
Juurn HoprrNs**

The Ohio College Library Center is a regional library netwotk' -Its online shared catiloging system has been operational since 18 October
1971, and. utilizes itnTai ray tube terminals located in the center's fifty'
three member libraries. These terminals are connected to the sigma 5

ed for particular catalogs.

HE OHIO

COLLEGE

LIBRARY

CENTER

(OCLC)

will soon cele-

brate the sixth anniversary of its incorporation (6 July 1967); its ofiline catalog card production system began operation in April_ 1970, its
on-line catilogingiystem has been operational since 26 August 1971, and
shared catato[in[ has been operarional since 18 October 197I. Despite
rhis amount of successfulexperience, little has been published to date
about the activities of the cettt.r. Most of the articles have been rather
I

how OCLC operates today.
Organizationally, OCLC is a nonprofit corporation chartered in the
srate o1 Ohio. Originally limired to academic libraries in the state, since
March 1973 membership has been open to nonprofit nonacademic librarreceived for review October 1972; accepted for publication January 1973'
Group
* Based on a speech delivered 28 April 1972 at a meeting of the Ohio
,Valley
Ohio. Some figures have been updated
of Technical Seriices Librarians, Cintinnati,
to reflect changes that have occurred since that date.
** Formerly bibliogaphic
editor, Ohio Library Center.
ll"-t...ipt
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ies in the state. Members of orher networks that have affiliated with
OCLC are able to participate in the on-line shared cataloging system,but
such libraries are not members of OCLC. As of I May 1973 OCLC has
fifty-three members, ranging in size from small four-year liberal arts colleges and two-year community colleges to large research libraries such as
Ohio State University, frorn public libraries such as that of DaytonMontgomery County to highly specialized libraries such as those of the
Medical College of Ohio at Toledo and Hebrew Union College.
In practice, as distinct from theory, OCLC employs the concept of
the computer as a public utility. The center attempts to supply both
computer power and bibliographic information in machine-readable
form to its member libraries which then employ both the computer power and the bibliographic information in accordance with their own
needs.Its purpose is to increase the availability of library resourceswirhin the state so that whatever information one library has is available to
all other members.

Prior to 1967, the Ohio College Association had sponsored a special
committee to consider the possibility of an Ohio cooperative library center. This committee considered such things as revising the Ohio union
list of serials, cooperative acquisitions, and the establiihment of a stor-

The committee accepted the Parker report, decided to implement it,
and requested bids for the development of a bibliographic Center. Several commercial firms submitted bids. but the memberi of the committee could not agree which bid to accepr. They decided, therefore, to call
in two more consulranrs knowledgeabie in the field of library data processing to learn which of the bids the consultants would favor. The-consultants chosen were Ralph Parker, then director of the University of
Missouri library and the father of library automation in the United
States, and Frederick G. Kilgour, then associate director for research
and development at the Yale University library.
The consultants reviewed the bids being considered and. recommended that neither be accepted. Instead, they sluggestedan entirely different
approach, stating that at that period in time the mechanization of just
one function of a library could not be justified. They believed the 6est
approach would be to create a centralized, computer-based, machinereadable file that could be used for many functions-,including the union
Volume 17, Number 3, Summer 1973
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position in September 1967.
Off-Line Cataloging System

scribed later in this article.
O n-Line Cataloging System
The off-line catalog card production system continued in existence
for a little over one yEar. On-26 August 1971, OCLC went on-line. By
"on-line" OCLC meant that a user had immediate contact with the computer; an individual in a member library could send in a messageand receive an answer immediately. Members are thus able to modify records
to suit their own needs. In the off-line system,libraries mailed in their requests, OCLC batched them, submitted them to the comPuter, and sent

tween a letter and a telephone conversation.
The on-line system began with one library. During the next six weeks
OCLC added all its members, not only the thirty-five that had been participating in the off-line system. Two months later, on 18 October l97l'
OCLC started the shared cataloging subsystemwhich permits member li-

.
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braries to input bibliographic records not available in the MARC II
tapes. All OCLC records, whether prepared by the Library of Congress
or by users of the Shared Cataloging System, are available to all users
through the Shared Cataloging System.
Search Keys
Each user of the system has available in its own library one or more
cathode ray tube terminals (cRT) with which it communicates with the
ocLC computer. A cRT is in appearance a combination of a television
s_cr-een
and a typewriter. OCLC uses the Irascope LTE produced by the
Spiras Corporation of Waltham, Massachusetts,and th; OCLC Model

A terminal operaror in a user library can call up OCLC records by
one of four methods: an LC card number search, J title search, an author-title search, or an ocLC control number search. All ocLC records
have title and author-title search keys, and ocLC control numbers,
which are automatically assignedby the computer when a record is added to the data base.Not all records, however, have LC card.numbers.
Assuming that a library has a book with an LC card number that it
wishes to catalog, a terminal operator types in the LC card number on
the typewriter p_ortion of the terminal. The characters typed are displayed on the TV screen portion of the terminal. At the sarne time the
typed messageis transmitted over the telephone lines to columbus where
the computer searchesthe data base and flashes the answer on the screen

the information that it wants to appear on its catalog cards. Also, the
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terminal operator provides fuoldings information, showing what volumes
and copies the librlry has and in which holding library each is to be located. When the information is arranged to the cataloging library's satisfaction, the terminal operator then depresses the PRoDUcEand ssNo
keys. All the information, as the cataloging library may have modified
it, is recorded instantaneously on a magnetic tape in Columbus. The
terminal operator is then free to proceed to the next record. The previous book has been cataloged, and all that remains to be done is to prepare it physically for circulation. The catalog cards will arrive within
five to seven days.
Meanwhile, all the other libraries in the system are doing the same
thing. At the end of the day, the magnetic tape containing the records
used that day, including the local modifications, is dismounted and run
against the catalog card format program containing the special requirements of each member library and against the print program.
What happens if the LC card number is not known to the cataloging
library? After all, the MARC II tapes contain all English language
monographs cataloged by the Library of Congress in 1968 and the succeeding years, not just those published in the United States, and therefore records are in the data base for books that do not contain preas'
signed LC card numbers. If the LC card number is unknown, the cataloging library will attempt to find a suitable bibliographic record by the
other keys. The author-title search key consists of the first three characters of the first word of the main entry, a comma, and the first three
characters of the first word of the title, excluding initial English language articles. Thus, for a search of Puzo's, The Godfather, tlte search
key would bePUZ, GOD.
The title search key consists of the first three characters of the first
word of the title, again excluding initial English language articles, followed by a comma, the first character of the second word, a cornma, the
first character of the third rvord, a comma, and the first character of the
fourth word. If the title contains fewer than four words it is still necessary to have the three commas. Thus, a one-word title such as The God'
father would be searched under the first three characters of that word
followed by three commas, i.e., GOD , , , . (It makes no difierence if the
characters are in upper or lower case.) If more than one record in the
data base matches the sort key, a list of truncated entries from which
the terminal operator can chooseis displayed.
The fourth search key is based on the unique sequential control
number that the computer automatically assignsto each record as it is
added to the OCLC data base. The OCLC control number search key
consists of the number sign (f), which is a "3" shifted, and then the
one to six numeric digits of which the control number is composed.
Thus, each type of search key has its own identifying characteristic
that tells the computer which kind of index search is being made and
therefore which index file should be examined. When the computer sees
from zero to three characters followed by a comma and one to three
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more characters, it searchesthe author-title index. When it finds three
commas, it searchesthe title index. A hyphen is the sign to search the LC
card number index while the number sign indicates that the OCLC control number index file is to be searched.

Use of the OCLC system rherefore requires that the cataloging stafi
of the user libraries be familiar with the MARC II communicitions

So the- cataloger, or an editor who works with the cataloger's work
_
sheets,assignsthe tags and the indicators and the subfield codis to each
field. A field is an element of information. The concepts are the same
that librarians are used to in traditional cataloging bui the terminology
is difierent. The main entry is a field, the titlJ stitement is a field, tf,e
edition statement is a field, the imprint is a field, the collation is a field,
each series note is a field, each contents note or general note is a field,
each subject heading or added entry is a field, and each class number or
call number is a field. subfields are parts of fields. For example, the dates
of birth and death form the date subfield of a personar nime main or
added entry. A subdivision of a subject heading ii a subfield. Again, they
are just traditional library concepts expressedin different terms.
once the terminal operator has filled in the workforrn and depressed
the pnonucr and snNn keys, the input catalogine transaction is complete
as far as the cataloging library is concerned. The record has been re-

ocl-c data base, an ocLC control number is assignedto it, and the record is indexed. If, one second later, another library decides to catalog
that book and tries one of the search keys, that library will get the recVolume 17,Number ),Summer I97j
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ord that has just been input and will be able to use it in its own cataloging.
OCLC has found that a great variety exists in the cataloging practices followed by its member libraries. To bring about a certain amount
of, if not uniformity, conformity to minimum standards, the OCLC Advisory Committee on Cataloging met monthly in Columbus from December l97l through May 1972 to hammer out, field by field, subfield by
subfield, what all members could agree should be the minimum content
of a record input by a member.
The MARC II communications format provides a very full bibliogtaphic description, fuller than most libraries are accustomed to provid'
ing on their catalog cards. To reach agreement about which fields are
absolutely necessary to all libraries and should be mandatory, which
should be recommended, and which should be optional, was rather difficult. However. after months of detailed discussion, a set of Standards
for Input Cataloging was produced and adopted unanimously by the
representatives.zEach member institution has one representative, usually
the librarian but possibly the president or some member of the faculty.
Profiles
FIow does a library get the catalog cards that fit into its particular
catalogs?When a library joins OCLC, a biliographic editor on the center's staft prepares a profile of the library. The center is intereste in
three categories of information. First, what collections are in the library? Second, what are the catalogs maintained by the library including
the relationship between the collections (holding libraries) and the catalogs, i.e., when a book is located in a particular holding library, what
catalogs contain cards for that book?
The third type of information that the center needs to obtain relates
to the elements which the library wishes on its catalog cards and how it
desires the catalog cards to be formatted. What are the indentions? Are
the subject headings to be in upper case or in a combination of upPer
and lower case?Are subject headings printed on the top of the card, or
does the library use dropped headings? Does the library have any divided
catalogs? If so, how are they divided? What kinds of location stamps are
used; where are they printed in relation to the call number; on what cards
do location stamps appear? For example, if a book is in the art library,
some institutions provide that designation on all the catalog cards in all
their catalogs while others provide it only on the cards filed in the main
library union catalog, while the cards in the art library catalog have no
location designation. Does the library use oversize indicators for certain
books? If so, what kinds of oversize indicators are used? Where do they
print on the catalog card in relation to the call number and the location
designations?To what size books do they apply? To what books do they
apply? To everything in the library? To everything in the stack collection only? To everything except the reference collection? To everything
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except books in the art library which has a difierent oversize range since
a majority of the art books are large?
As one can see from this brief list of examples, all sorts of Patterns
and complications are possible. All of these factors (and more) are
taken into account in providing a description of an individual library's
needs. After many letters, telephone calls, and even visits to a member
library to clarify particular points, the bibliographic editor codes the
information obtained on worksheets. The worksheets are key-punched
and given to the programmers who insert the requirements of an individual library into the basic programs. The programmers set up descriptions, in machine-readable form, of each catalog pack in each holding
library in what OCLC calls pack-definition tables (PDTs).
One side benefit of this process of clarification is the help it gives a
library to see what it actually does as distinct from what it thinks it does.
All too often, librarians have not thought through, in great detail, what
they actually do. They take for granted that they know, and it is not until they have to define, field by field, subfield by subfield, character by
character, what information they place on a catalog card and where exactly they place it that they really begin to know. At least one library,
when it began defining what catalogs it had, found it had two serving
exactly the same purpose, and discontinued one of them. So, it helps
everyone to clarify, for one purpose or another, exactly what the library
does, as that is one step in the direction of a better organized and more
efficient library.
Catalog Cards
When, at the end of the day, the center staff dismounts the tape
on which the day's cataloging activity has been recorded, and runs
the tape against the print program, they first run the tape against the
PDTs in the card format program. The computer looks at a particular
record being presented to it and notes that the University of Cincinnati,
for example, asked for catalog cards for a book which is to be shelved
in its chemistry library. Then the computer looks for the PDTs set up
for the University of Cincinnati. What are the characteristics required
of cards for books in its chemistry library? What cards are needed for
what catalogs? The format program sets up the cards in the way previously defined in the PDTs.
The cards are produced in pack order, i.e., all the cards for a dictionary catalog pack will be printed together in alphabetical order by heading. If a library has divided catalogs, those cards for the name-title catalog will be in one pack while the subject catalog cards will be in another
pack. Cards for the chemistry library dictionary catalog would go in the
chemistry library dictionary catalog pack. Cards for the main library
shelflist would go into another pack in call number order, while the
cards for the chemistry library shelflist would go into still another pack.
Each pack, and a pack is designated for a specific catalog, has its own
symbol which the center tries to make as mnemonic as possible. The pack
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symbol consistsof five characters: a symbol indicating the holding library
in which that catalog pack is to file and two characters designating
the type of catalog for which cards in that pack are intended. The holding library symbol consistsof three upper case characters. The first two
letters are the same for all the holding libraries within an institution
and stand for the institution itself. The third character, which need not
be a letter, varies from holding library to holding library. A holding library is a collection within an institution that has at least one catalog
unique to that collection. The last two letters, designating the type of
catalog, are in lower case.Thus, the Ohio State University main dictionary catalog is OSUdc, its art department shelflist is OSAsl, the University of Toledo main name-title catalog is TOLnt, etc.
How much activity is generated by the libraries using the on-line system? During the life of the off-line catalog card production system,
which lasted from April 1970 through August 1971, the center stafi con'
sidered a good week to be one in which 5,000 cards were produced. During the first year of on-line operation, the center averaged over 13,000
catalog cards or 2,000 titles per day. The average for the first months of
1973 has risen to 17,000 cards a day. From January through June 1972
the system operated at an annual level of over 500,000 records cataloged
and over 3,400,000 cards produced. An average of 6.6 cards is produced
per title. On27 April 1972, 16,212cards were produced. This was a normal day, not a record production but not unusually low either. Of these
16,212 cards, 15,677were first cards, 502 second cards, and 33 third cards.
Thus, as one can see,relatively few extension cards are produced. Two
factors reduce the number of extension cards required. The first is the
use of the new ALA print train which prints eight lines to the inch instead of the six lines to the inch produced by the center's former print
train. Since more lines can fit into a single card the probability of requiring an extension card has been reduced.
The second factor causing reduction in number of extension cards
required is the center's policy of tailoring the cards it produces for a
particular catalog or for a particular type of entry within a particular
catalog. OCLC does not produce unit cards to which headings have been
attached. A library may specify that it wants all tracings and all notes
printed on the main entry cards, just general notes and added entry tracings on its added entry cards, and general notes and subject tracings on
the subject cards, while the shelflist cards would get no notes and no
tracings. Personal name subject cards in one catalog could be treated in
one way and corporate name subject headings in that same catalog in another way, and an entirely different pattexn chosen for a difierent catalog. Of course, most libraries do not get quite that specialized.All main
entry cards for one institution tend to be pretty much alike as are the
subject cards, etc. Sometimes the main library shelflist will contain more
information than the departmental shelflists, but all of the departmental shelflists in that same institution usually will contain the same
amount and kinds of information. However, it is possible that one con-
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figuration of data can appear on the art library shelflist card, another
configuration on the music library shelflist card, etc.
Thus, the amount of information that a library has asked to be put

cause variations in number of extension cards produced for the various

only one line then the main entry on that card will begin on the third
line. Thus the cards that OCLC produces are individually formatted as
the center does not believe in uniformity for uniformity's sake.
On 27 April 1972,2,482 ttansactions were efiected through the system.
That means that the various libraries in total cataloged 2,482 books.
Some of these could have been the same books, of course; there is nothing to keep the University of Dayton and Heidelberg College from cataloging the same book on the same day but that would be considered two
separatetransactions.
The center has found that its data base is increasing at a more rapid
rate from the shared cataloging input than it is from the MARC II input provided by the Library of Congress. The number of records Provided on a weekly MARC II tape varies but it averagesabout 1,500 records per tape. This comes to 300 records a day.
The users of OCLC are now adding an average of 600 records to the
system daily for works whose records are not available in MARC II. As
of 27 January 1973 the OCLC data base contained some 300,000 MARC
II records provided by the Library of Congress plus 245,000 records input by its users for a total of 545,000 records. By the end of May 1973
this total had risen to over 635,000 records of which approximately half
were user-provided.
As noted above, the Library of CongressMARC II tapes contain cataloging for current English language monographs only, although records
for current French language monographs will be available soon. OCLC
users are not restricted in the same way that LC is. The users can and do
input records for any monograph as long as the characters are in the Roman alphabet; Cyrillic, Flebrew, or Chinese, etc., cannot be accepted yet.
flowever, German, Swedish, Romanian, Vietnamese, any language that
uses the Roman alphabet, is acceptable. Approximately 25 percent of
locally-input records are for non-English language works.
Users also do not have any time limit and have input a number of
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older titles. wright state University in Dayton has converted its entire
shelflist into machine-readable form, making available to the membership its entire collection of approximately 150,000 titles. Cleveland State
University recently starred converting its shelflist. As other libraries convert, more and more older material will be found in the data base.
At the beginning of this article, the author said that the impetus towards the development of OCLC was interest in a union catalog. It may
seem that the union catalog concept got lost along the way, but it has

can use the terminals to do preorder searching, and if it finds that certain books are located in nearby libraries, it may decide not to purchase.
Libraries request information from the system for these typeJ of noncataloging activities one-and-a-half times as often as for use in catalogrng.
what the center is working towards, in addition to the union catalog
facility that now exists, is a true interlibrary loan system by which onE
us_elcan arxange ro borrow books from another through the terminal.
This interlibrary loan system is now in the developmental stage. what
the center can show now is which library has the work; the mechanics of
arranging the loan must still be the tradiiional ones.
In addition to the Advisory Committee on Cataloging which has already been mentioned, the center has an Advisory committee on serials
and one on Technical Processing. The function of these committees,
which are composed of stafi members from various ocLC member li-

spent by each library. No implemenration
Technical ProcessingSysrem.

date has been set for the
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The Other Half of Cataloging
FneNcrs Onurs
and
F.
J.
JoNrs
Robert Manning Strozier Library
F lorida State,U nia ersity
Tallahassee

The authors investigatethe impact of a bibliographic retrieual/card
prod,uctionsystem,such as the Ohio CollegeLibrary Center (OCLC),
with specialattention to its role in cataloging.Actiuitiesrequired at the
local leuel to mahe the LC card a functioning componentof the catalog are described.The characteristics
of the ensuingworkload are examined, along uith rnethodsof accomplishingit. These actitritiesare
seenas a factor in the persistenceof backlogs.The design of OCLC,
becauseol the i.mmobilityof the terminal and the absenceof the catalog from the data base,by-passes
this workload,leauingthe local library
to accomplishit by the methoil of its choice,as before, or to leaue it
undone.
-fHE
OHIO COLLEGE LIBRARY CENTER (OCLC) is our current
^ model system for interlibrary cooperation. It is designed to combine
functions usually thought to be local with those of a network nature.
One goal is to stabilize library costs through cooperative use of a common computer and data base. A number of technical problems never before solved have been met and overcome in OCLC. The system is reliable.
The purpose of this article is to consider how the adoption of a system similar to OCLC's would affect the caraloging procedures in a large
academic library. The module of OCLC with which we are concerned
operates as follows.
Bibliographic entries in MARC (MAchine Readable Cataloging)
format in the computer comprise a data base to which participating libraries may add original or any orher cataloging copy. The data base is
searched by a simple search key for author-title, title, or Library of Congress (LC) card number, which results in visual display of copy on a
Manuscript
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cathode ray tube terminal. This copy is held on the screen as long as
needed, and changes may be made by a person at the terminal (these
changes affect only the copy shown on the screen, not the information
in the data base). Once the copy has been modified to the satisfaction
of the operator, a button is depressedwhich results in the off-loading of
the approved copy onto tape to be used in off-line card production. The
desired card format and set configuration for each participating library
has been preregistered, and this profile is consulted by the computer at
card production time. The cards are produced, in filing order if desired,
and mailed to the library.
The OCLC system proposes to assume some of the work now done
in the local catalog-building process, thereby reducing the number of
persons involved. It does not propose to present a substitute for the card
catalog, and becausethe system produces cards, it may be presumed that
the card catalog will remain the major method of gaining accessto the
collection by the users. What is the catalog-building process and how
does it relate to the OCLC system?
Building a Catalog
Catalog building consists of two phases: (l) the creation of cataloging copy representing the works being added to the collection; and (2)
the integration of that copy into the existing catalog. Phase One simply
involves the creation of a record; Phase Two determines whether or not
the reader will be able to retrieve that record once it has been dropped
below the rod among a million others.
Now that LC copy is available for most library materials, the first
phase of cataloging has been reduced in most instances to a few minutes; the cataloger examines the new work and if necessaryedits the card
to adjust any discrepanciesbetween the card and the work. The second
phase of cataloging, however, remains tedious and time-consuming. LC
has specified the multiple entries under which the record is to be filed,
entries which meshed with like entries in the LC catalog at the ti,me the
card was produced, They will not necessarily file in the same way in another catalog, or in the LC catalog of another date. Since the difierence
of a single letter or digit shunts a heading out of alignment, headings
for the same person, place, or thing must be uniform. Each catalog contains its own unique assortment of vintage LC and local entries, and
each library, therefore, must accomplish the coordination of old and
new headings for itself.
The Library of Congress faces problems in the integration of new
copy on a monumental scale, with the result that it is constantly revising its retrospective file. As new entries are assimilated into an old catalog, there is an ever-increasing need to difierentiate between names, to
update subject headings, to modify and extend the network of references, all the while taking account of changes in entry called for by the
Anglo-Ameri,can Cataloging Rules (AACR). Only by being responsive
to change can the national catalog remain an authoritative tool.
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The dynamics of change at the local level are indirect: if we follow
LC we must change when LC changes.This is the meaning of accepting
LC authority; it is the condition attached to the intelligent use of the
depository file and the printed sources; it is the price we must pay if our
own catalogs are to remain useful and reliable. Only by accepting LC revisions can we realize the full benefit of LC copy. The reason for a particular change is often not apparent at the local level; nevertheless,if
we have the new entry, we must beware of accepting the old. The
amount of revision is in proportion to the number of new titles added
to the collection: the more we catalog, the more we must revise.
In the ensuing discussion of catalog maintenance, the reader should
be aware that it is our practice at Flodda State University (FSU) to base
our new entries on the rules of AACR insofar as possible, even if the
resulting entries conflict with established LC entries. This practice is
based in part on our observation that LC increasingly is changing established entries to be in accordance witb. AACR (see examples following
this paper).
Phase Two involves a complex of activities related to the reconciliation of new headings with headings presently in the catalog. In the process of testing the entries on the new card for correspondence with like
entries in the catalog, the cataloger gathers data for whatever authority
cards and history cards may be required, for identifying new subject
headings and new series authority cards. At the same time the cataloger
is scanning for trouble: a missing reference, a double file, a blind reference, some other failure. Perhaps a series-addedentry has been made for
a work cataloged as a serial; perhaps two difierent entries and classification numbers have been used for two copies of the same work; perhaps
a corporate body or governmental jurisdiction has been entered under
a successionof names with no history card to relate them. Many problems capable of generating long-term trouble may be uncovered during
the process of entry reconciliation. Preparing instructions for such
changesis a continuing part of the cataloger'sresponsibility.*
* In a recent survey of Phase Two activity required for 1,279 monographs added. to
the collection, Flotida State University catalogers tallied the following actions:
l. Change of heading on copy in the catalog because of name conflict (personal,
corporate, political jurisdiction) .
2. Change of heading on the new copy because of name conflict.
3. Alteration of copy because of subject heading conflict.
4. Establishment of new subject heading or subdivision.
5. Alteration of new copy to conform with local series decision,
6. Preparation of new authority card, including references (this may include decisions on headings new to the local catalog for which LC is using a longestablished form of the name now in conflict rrith AACR) .
7. Change of call number (for instance, literature number rather than PZ, PA
author rather than PA series number).
8. Noting call number of old editions and related works in Dewey.
9. Preparation of history card for name changes.
10. Establishing or conforming to uniform title arrangement.
In the course of Phase Two work on the 1279 monographs, 617 of these actions
occurred.
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When older copy is used for a work being added to the collection,
_
obsolete entries on the card can be altered. quickly and cheaply. A drop
of correction fluid, a neatly typed correction, and the card ii ready for
duplication. When the older form is embedded in the catalog, however,
revision is tedious and costly. Conflict of a current LC entry with an
earlier LC entry, for instance, may require the removal and revision of
a partial set, a full set, or multiple sets of cards from the catalog. There
is no inexpensive method for updating the card catalog. Conflicts on
new copy, however, can be anticipated by updating the master to be used
for duplication, so that at filing time obJolete intries will have been
brought into conformity with the more recent LC entries in the catalog.* *
The coordination of headings generates a secondary workload of
growing proportions which must be accepted and stafied as a fact of library life. The cost should not be charged to the cataloging of new materials, although it frequently is so assigned because the unit performing the work is in the cataloging department. The benefits of maintenance are enjoyed by reference and acquisitions personnel, and future
catalogers,not to mention the public. One way to keep the workload of
catalog maintenance within bounds is to confine it, insofar as possible,
to revision of the existing catalog. This means duplicating card sets only
after every needed alteration has been made to the master for the new
entry, not only the editorial alterations that can be made at the cataloger's desk, but also the funcrional ones which afiect the filing position
o{ headings, reveal the bibliographic relationship with other works in
the collection, or determine the location of the wbrk in the library. The
burden of maintaining the catalog is great enough without adding to it
the unnecessaryburden of revising new setsof cards.
An alternative to completing the work of Phase Two before cards
are duplicated is to order card sets first and rely on the filing process to
reveal conflicts. Proponents of this system assert that most of the entries will file without difficulty and that those which do not can be rectified later. At that time, conflicts requiring a change in the existing catalog will be resolved by revising the catalog, allowing the new cards to
file; conflicts requiring a change to the new cards will be resolved by recalling and re-duplicating the cards.
What part of the cataloger's time will be saved, and with what results? As headings are rejected in filing, someone will still have to determine, by verification, which of the two conflicting forms to adopt; some* * In another study at FSU, it was found that
54 percent of new copy is MARC
copy, with 46 percent from other sources being non-MARC,
either National Union
Catalog or original
(an undetermined portion of this 46 percent being I-C copy).
At present all MARC copy is fairly recent and its entries are fairly current; therefore' most conflicts must be resolved by expensive changes to the catalog. conflicts
on the other copy tend to be resolved by altering the copy before the cards are prod_uced. As time passes the older MARC entries will move into this catego.y unless
there is constant updating of the MARC record being used.
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one will still have to be responsible for the editing of collateral records
required in Phase Two. Since the number of entries examined during
entry reconciliation is large in proportion to the number of conflicts un'
covered, there is indeed the appearance of inefficiency. But it is not cor'
rect to charge all of this time to entry reconciliation, because the cata'
loger is also gathering data for series, subject headings, authority cafds,
and not least of all, for essentialrepairs.
Even though each entry has been checked before cards are duplicated, a certain number of cards, some new and some old, are rejected at
each filing. This is not to say that the problems discovered by the cataloger, who is consciously scanning for trouble, would also be identified by
a filer. Filers have preoccupations of their own; the same person will
perceive difierent relationships in the filing process from those involved
in the cataloging process.It is not reasonable to suppose that a Person
filing random entries can observe the same relationships as can a person
examining a configuration of related entries in the context of the work
itself.
The acceleration of Phase One, brought about by LC's tremendous
outpouring of copy, has not been matched by a corresponding acceleration in Phase Two. The LC card produced represents the work, and is
negotiable anywhere, but the remainder of the cataloging processis specific to each library. The cost of Phase One was absorbed nationally so
that great savings could be realized locally. No such savings should be expected in Phase Two. The use of the OCLC "shared cataloging" module will allow moderate personnel savings in those clerical positions peripheral to cataloging (depository card filing, bibliographic search for
copy, and card production), but these are not the high cost areas.
Phase Two does not lend itself to central solution, at least not for
an existing local catalog. The resulting frustration has led to many proposals to "speed up cataloging," to "eliminate the backlog," to "get the
books on the shelves."Any processis subject to review, and should be reviewed on a regular basis. Proposals which in efiect would by-pass the
second phase of cataloging, however, are frontal attacks on the basic
structure of the card catalog itself. Usually, such proposals are justified
in the mind of the proponent by the "small" number of conflicts imagined to exist, even though no measurement has been made of the number of instances in which the catalog is misleading or unresponsive, or
in which the paron is thwarted by a double file or a missing reference.
A "small" error can be as devastating in cataloging as in arithmetic, making nonsense of the next step which will become more costly to remedy
as time goes on. Allowing new cards to be filed into the catalog faster
than the old ones can be revised may hasten the processing of books; it
also hastensthe deterioration of the catalog.
The examples at the end of this article illustrate the problems attendant upon catalog editing and give some hint of the rapidity with
'Ihose
who agitate for speed
which a catalog can suffer severe damage'
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may be doing so without taking the long-term aspects of the readers'
needsinto account.***
OCLC and the Backlog
The options offered by OCLC for card format and set configuration

mobility of the terminal, combined with the fact that the local catalog
is not in the data base, severely limits the usefulnessof the "shared cataloging" module in Phase Two work. Libraries which prefer to order
card sets first and coordinate them later will no doubt continue to do so;
those which prefer to complete Phase Two before producing the cards
will have to proceed as before. Since the bibliograpliic affiuence we now
enjoy in the printed sourceshas not been incorporated in its entirety in
the OCLC data base, libraries in the second category must continue to
distribute depository cards or duplicated copy to the catalogerswith new
books. In either case the cathode ray tube terminal can be used to initiate card production.

drrction with the apparent assumption that these capabilities alone will
eliminate the backlog. What happens after the cards are delivered, in
filing order, is not the concern of the system.
The Computer as Aid in CatalogBuilding
In its inability to interact with the local catalog the OCLC system
fails to be of help to the cataloger in providing an expeditious way to
make the catalog consistent. To do this, it would be necessaryto have the
complete local catalog, accessibleby all filing elements, the LC authority
file updated weekly and inclucling its references,rhe LC subject heading
list updated weekly, and the local shelflist in the data base. This configuration, although not complete, would allow determination of a high
percentage of entries and, most importantly, expedite the work of Phase
Two, utilizing the capabilities of rhe computer.

*** A more complete collection of examples has been ga.thered
into an annotated
booklet, Coordinati.on of Heailings in a Card, Catalog: Some Examples, available from
Technical
Processes, Robert Manning
Strozier Library,
Florida
State University,
Tallahassee, FL 32306. 92.50.
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eftective monitoring system for the entries added to the data base.
Whether or not the module can be shown to save some money is irrelevant since in its immobility it provides a block to accomplishing the
work. It is regrettable that the systemsdesign up to this point has failed
to take a full view of the catalog-building process, and furthermore
that its promotion makes claims which minimize the importance of a
trying arid dimcult work. Perhaps some method of coordinating_ entries
coming from the OCLC data baie with those already in the catalog will
be devised. Without this step in quality control a serious deterioration
of the catalog is certain to result.
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Example 2
In l97l the Library of Congress revised its large file under Pincherle, changing it to
Moravia. Whatever the reason for changes such as this, libraries using the MARC
data base or the depository cards must follow suit in order to make the best use of
cataloging already done. At FSU the Catalog Maintenance Unit changed main entry
and caII numbers for thirty-one sets of cards, removing at least 155 cards from our
catalogs to do so.
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AI-A rules stipulate that corporate names in non-Roman alphabets be established in
the language of the local library, with a reference from the transliterated form.
AACR allows a choice between translation and transliteration,
and LC chose the
latter, reversing its old references. Here a cataloger with a new entry under Bungei
Shunju senshi Kenkyilkai finds an old reference in the FSU catalog from that form to
Pacific War Research Society, and recognizes ir as obsolete. AII entries under the
English form will be changed to the Romanized form, and the reference will be
reversed.
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Example 4
Unlike tracings, references are not supplied with LC cards, but are the continuing
responsibility of the local library. Heri the cataloger working with copy for the fifth
(top) finds no headings for earlier congresses in the catalog. Normally the
.otig..rr
libriry woufo have at least a fiw. Were the earlier meetings held under a difierent
are no references to indicate it, which may mean that the name change
trutrr.i Th.t.
took place at the time of the fifth congress. The question is answered when the cataloger files the temporary shelflist and finds the earlier congresses, entered under
Congriss for Church Music, occupying call numbers in sequence with
Iniernational
that of the fifth. An advantage of following LC is that the shelflist often provides
answers which elude us in the catalog. An authority card is prepared for the fifth
congTess with a reference to guide patrons searching for it under the name used for
the others, Noting that no reference was made from the German form of the old
name, the cataloger also prepares an authority card for the earlier name.
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Sometimes LC's right hand does not know what its left hand is doing. Cataloger finds
that the new boolr which LC has entered under title (top) is already in the collection
(below) with Lc entry under the name of the seminar. Notice particularly the difference in classification and subject headings.
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Association of Research Libraries. spring Meeting, 1g72. program meeting on the
o_hio college Library center (rough stenotypisr drafQ . satulday morning session,
May 13, 1972.p.106-210.
"Fifty Ohio Libraries Increase Resources for Sharing," Interface ?:6-g (July/Aug.

rs72).

Hopkins, Judith. Manual for ocLC catalog card, prod,uctioz.
College Library Center, Feb. lg7l. lv. loosi leaf.

columbus,

ohio:

ohio

Kilgour, Frederick G., et al. "The shared cataloging system of the
ohio college
r,ibr"ry-center."
Preprint used as the report to th. omi. of Education on activities
ot th-e first eighteen months of th_e OE grant. 3g p. reproduced from
typescript.
*15,
Distributed to OCLC insriturions February
lgj2.
Ohio College Library Center. Annual nepoit. l967_t9?1.
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"AmericanPoefry"but "Satire,American"t
The Direcf and Inverfed Formsof Subiect
HeadingsContainingNafionalAdlectives
Lors Mer CuaN
College of Library Science
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

The problem of the direct and inuerted forms of adiectiue-nounsubject headingswhich contai'nnational adiectiuesis reexamined.A pat'
tern based on subject categoriesis discouereduhich is difierent from
the pattern basedon word,-frequencydiscussedin Harrit Subject Analysis.
Introduction
.T'HE INCONSISTENCY IN ENTERING AN ADJECTIVE-NOUN
I pfrRasr
HEADING directly or in the inverted form in Subiect
Head,ings Used i,n the Dictionary Catalogs of the Library of Congress
(LCSH) has been a recurrent subject of discussion.* No consistent pattern has yet been uncovered. Users and catalogers alike are baffied by the
formation of headings such as the following:
Ghurch music
Music, African
African languages
Language, Universal
or,
Bessel'sfunctions
Functions,Abelian
Abelian groups
Groups, Continuous,
In a dictionary catalog, the practice of inverting the adjective-noun
heading so that the noun appears as first element in the heading which
then files next to other headings beginning with the same noun aPPears
Received March 1973; accepted for publication

April

1973'

* Subject headings from ZCS,EI used in this article are in boldface.

.
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to be a concessionto the classed-catalog.This practice was sanctioned by
Cutter's rule number 175: "Enter a compound subject-name by its first
word, inverting the phrase only when some other word is decidedly more
significant or is often used alone wirh the same meaning as the whole
name." Immediately after this rule, however, Cutter states, "It must be
confessedthat this rule is somewhat vague and that it would be often
of doubtful application. . . ." He concedes that ".. . to adopt the noun
(the class) as the heading is to violate the fundamental principle of the
dictionary catalog."l
Since Cutter's rules, the practice as evidenced in LCSH has been that
some such headings are inverted, others are not; there seems to be no
guideline to insure consistency or regularity. Later writers on subject
headings have made attempts to formularize this particular aspect. Haykin states:
When it is desiredto bring rhe noun in an adjectivalheading into prominence,
either in order that it may appear in the catalog nexr to other headings begining with that noun, or becausethe adjectiveis used simply to differentiatebetween severalheadingson rhe samesubject, the inverted type of adjectival heading is used.z
This statement provides some general ideas, but is lacking in specific
guidance or explanation that will help to elucidate the examples cited
above.
Mann ofiers three reasons for inversion: "Such an arrangement (l)
brings books on related aspectsof a subject togerher; (2) it results in a
grouping that is frequently different from the classified arrangement on
the shelves; and (3) it relieves readers of the trouble of searching in a
number of places in the catalog to find related topics."s It is not clear
what is meant by the second reason. The first and third reasons are incompatible with the characteristics of a dictionary catalog, parricularly
that of specific entry. From a practical point of view, her reasons fail
to provide guidance or explanation for the formation of adjective-noun
headings in the Searslist or the LC list.
Westby, in the introduction to rhe tenth edition of the Sears List of
Subj ect He adings, comments:
The reasonsfor inversion are twofold: l) an assumptionis made that the reader will think first of the noun; or, 2) the noun is placed first in order to keep all
aspectsof a broad subject together when that result is deemed desirable.
However, she continues,
rn formulating this kind of heading it is difficult ro decide whether to use the
normal order followed in speakingand writing or the inverted order; someusers
of the catalogwill think of it one way, othersin the opposite.a
Concerning adjective-noun headings containing national or ethnic adjectives in particular, writers on subject headings have also attempted explanations. Haykin states:
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It is unlikely that the reader will look under an adjective denoting language,
ethnic gtoup, or place for material on a subject limited by language,ethnic
groups, or place, although, in the caseof ethnic groups particularly, the interest
in the group may outweighthat in the subject.6
This statement fails to explain headings such as French farces, German
Catholicism, or English sparrow.
Coates also offers an explanation:
The ethnic adjectivesare usedto name national schoolsin many o{ the fine arts,
literature and philosophy. Usually they appear as the secondword of an inverted phraseheading,e.g. "Painting, English." But in topics connectedwith languageand literature the ethnic adjective is the first word, the phrasein this case
not being inverted.6
Similarly, this statement does not account for headings such as Argentine ant; Satire, Americanl Short stories, Americanl Chinese cabbage; English horn; or Proverbs, Arabic [Danish, German, etc.].
The Vatican code also contains rules relating to national adjectivenoun headings. Rule 424a states:
Certain conceptswhich are sufficiently specificin themselvesare subdivided by
the name of the country in adjectival form. Among these conceptsare all the
manifestationsof the national spirit and intelligence,the national arts and sciencesand their products,literary forms, and collectedbibliographiesof artists,scientists,etc.?
Rule 436 deals with national literatures specifically: "The literatures and
literary forms of particular countries are characterized by means of national and ethnic adjectives." This rule also discussesinversion: "A more
logical way of characterizing these headings would have been to put the
national adjective first.
Flowever, it was thought better to follow
common Italian usage, and to give the general term first, followed by the
national adjective." Becausecommon Italian usage places the noun first,
followed by the adjective, e.g., "Dramma tedesco," consistency in form
is no problem in an Italian catalog. Inconsistency occurs in the English
version of these headings, e.g.,
Letteratura italiana
Canti guerreschi italiani
Poesia polacca
Poesia epica norvegese
Dramma tedesco
Misteri e sacre rappresentazioni tedesche

Italian literature
War-songs, ftalian
Polish poetry
Epic poetry, Norwegian
German drama
Mysteries and miracle plays,
German.

One of the most recent attempts is that of Harris who attempts to
elucidate "the basis of present subject heading practice to aid in the formulation of a much-needed subject heading code."8 In considering the
problem of adjective-noun phrases, Harris demonstrates the possible relationship between word frequency and the choice between inversion
and the direct entxy, i.e., whether the noun or the adjective is to be used
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as the entry word. She begins with the hypothesis that "if an adjectivenoun combination were selectedas describing a subject, the less common
of the two words might be regarded as best specifying the subject," and
applies a word frequency test to a l0 percent sample of the LCSH.
Among the headings containing nonnational adjectives, no clear pattern
is detected, and she concludes that "the hypothesis that the choice between inversion and direct entry of adjectival phrases is influenced by
which word best specifiesthe subject is supported to a very limited extent when non-national adjectives are involved." However, a more discernible pattern emerged from the group of headings containing national adjectives. She observes that "in adjective-noun phrases where the
adjective denotes nationality, language, culture, or ethnic grouping, the
difierence between mean frequency of entry is clearly a major influence
in structuring these phrases." Based on her findings, Harris suggeststhat
"in structuring new subject headings the relative frequencies of the
words involved ought to be a valuable indicator of the degree of specification afforded by each alternative." It is not clear whether she means
that each heading containing a national adjective is to be entered directly or inverted based on the criterion of word frequency. If so, the following headings would be established by using the Kutera word-frequency list which Harris used in her study:
Literature, American
Literature, English
Ilungarian literature
Chinese literature
Music, American
Spanish music

Language, English
German language
Philology, German
Chinese language
Philology, Chinese
Painting, French
Chinese paintings.9

Although these headings may have achieved the purpose of bringing
forward the term that most specifies the heading, the value of such inconsistent forms is doubtful from the user's point of view.
This paper proposes to reexamine the subject headings which contain
national adjectives, with an approach difierent from that of Harris.
Based on an examination of the entire LC subject heading list, certain
patterns concerning direct and inverted forms are detected which do not
seemto have much associationwith word frequency.
Methodology
The seventh edition of LCSH was used as the basis of this study. All
adjective-noun headings containing national adjectives were identified
and counted. The term "national adjectives" is defined as in llarris'
study, i.e., adjectives denoting national, ethnic, cultural, or linguistic distinctions.ro The headings chosen include those containing a national adjective (or adjectival phrase) used with one or more nouns or noun
phraseswith or without conjunctions. Excluded are phrase headings con-
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taining any preposition or adverb. Examples of types of headings included are:
American poetry
Poets, American
English ballads and songs
Dutch prose literature

Picture dictionaries, Dutch
Lacquer and lacquering, Chinese
Surplus military property, American
Anglo-Spanish W ar, 1718-1720.

Headings such as Spanish missions of California, etc. and Yugoslav
propetty in Great Britain were not included. Headings containing geographic, rather than national, adjectives such as Alabama claims, Hanoverian mercenaries, and Pacific wagon roads were also excluded.
A total of 3,501 entries were examined and counted. Of these, 3,156
are direct headings with the adjective first, and 345 arc inverted headings. The enormous difierence in the numbers between the two groups
is due to the fact that each entry of direct heading in the LC list represents one heading in the catalog, while each entry of inverted heading,
e.g., Paintings, American fFrench, Scandinavian, etc.], represents a category. Also, in this case,each noun is counted only once. Flence, 345 inverted headings represent 345 different nouns used with national adjectives; whereas in direct headings, each noun is often counted repeatedly,
as in English language, French language, German language, etc.
Results
Based on our examination, the following patterns are established:
Adjective-noun headings are generally inverted except in the following categoriesin which they are entered directly with adjective first:
L Certain literary forms:
. . . ballads and songs
. . . diaries
.. . drama
. . . essays
.. . farces
.. . fiction

. . . letters
. .. literature
. , . orations
... Poetry
...proseliterature
.. . wit and humor.

Other literary form headings containing national adjectives are entered
in the inverted form according to the general rule, hence:
Chap-books, American
College prose, English
Detective and mystery stories,
German
Dialogues, French
Didactic literature, French
Didactic poetry, French
Epic literature, Irish
Epic poetry, Finnish
Fables, French
Folkdrama, American
Folk literature, Arabic
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Ileroic verse, English
Historical drama, English
Historical fiction, American
Mysteries and miracle plays,
English
Nursery rhymes, Chinese
Parodies, French
Pastoral drama, Brazilian
Pastoral literature, French
Pastoral poetry, English
Political ballads and songs,
American
Library
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Political poetry, American
Political satire, English
Proverbs, Arabic
Quatrains, Dutch
Quotations, American
Religious drama, English
Religious literature, English
Religious poetry, Dutch

Revolutionary poetry, Chinese
Riddles, Anglo-Saxon
Romances, English
Satire, American
Science fiction, French
Short stories, American
Sonnets, American
Tales, African.

The pattern one can derive from the above lists is that major literary
forms, when used with national adjectives, are always entered directly,
ie., with adjective first. Minor literary forms, with the exceptions of
Ballads and songs, Diaries, and Farces, are entered in the inveried form,
i.e., with the noun as the enfty word.
Related to the literary forms are two other generar forms which are
never used as entry words when modified by national adjectives. These
are Newpapers and Periodicals.
II. Certain nouns in the areasof anthropology and linguistics:
. . . alphabet
. . . antiquities
. . . children
. . . culture
. . . dialect
. . . fndians
. , . jargon

. . . language(s)
. . . people(s)
... philology
...race
. , . rites
. . . tribes.

III. Proper names, generally names of corporate bodies or historical
eo-.1ft: containing national adjectives. These are always entered directly
with the adjective first, e.g.:
AmericanParty
Anglo-franian oil dispute
Bulgarian massacres,187G1877
BurmeseWar, 1824-1826
Byzantine Empire

Canadianfnvasion,lZZi-1776
Celtic Church
colombian-peruvian asylum case
fllyrian wars
Oneida Community.

Note that not all these headings are capitalized in LCSH. Many names
of historical events are not capitalized. A heading is considered to be a
proper name here when it refers to specificevent (s).
IV. Certain noun-phrase headings in the area of history and social
sciences:
. . . claim(s)
. . . emPerofs
. . . emPresses

, .. movement
. . . question
. . . studies.

Examples of these headings are:
African studies
Armenian quesf.ion
French spoliation claims

Flemish movement
Roman emperors
Turkish empresses.

Three of these nouns, "quesrion," "studies," and "claim (s)," have probVolume 17, Number 3, Summer 1973
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ably more geographical reference than national, ethnic, cultural, or linguistic connotations, inasmuch as these nouns are often used with other
place names to form subject headings, e.g.,
Aland question
Alabama claims

Caribbean studies

ln LCSH, headings containing geographic modifiers are entered directly
with very few exceptions.
V. A large number of direct headings containing national adjectives
which have lost their national, ethnic, cultural, or linguistic connotations. The national adjectives in these casesindicate the origin of the
terms rather than manifesting national spirit of the objects. These can
be divided into the following groups:
A. Names of animals and plants when used with national adjectives to form names of subspecies or various breeds. There are a large
number of headings in this category in LCSH, for example:
Arabian horse
Argentine ant
Brazilian pine
Caucasian whortleberry
Chinese cabbage
Dalmatian dogs
Dutch rabbits

English sparrow
Eskimo dogs
Gipsy-moth
Irish setters
Siamese cat
Spanish fir.

The only exceptions to this rule are Bison, American and Bison, European.
B. Names of musical instruments:
Aeolian harp
Aeolian-vocalion
English guitar

English horn
Hu ch'in.

C. The noun "law" when used with national adjectives to form
names of legal systems rather than headings which indicate the laws
of specific countries or peoples:
|ewish law
Rif law
Roman law

Roman-Dutch law
Salic law.

Laws of specific counfties are entered under the main heading Law
subdivided by place. Laws of specific peoples are entered in the inverted form, e.g.,
Law, Anglo-Saxon
Law, Aztec

Law, Germanic,

Excepti,ons

Among the 3,156 direct headings examined, there are 70 (2.2 percent) which do not fall into any of the categories established above. Following is a complete list of these headings:
,
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* African horse sickness
* African swine fever
* Algerian febrifuge
American loyalists
American school reading
ness tests
Arabic libraries
* Asian flu
Assyro-Babylonian prayers
Assyro-Babylonian religion
* Australian ballot
* Australian football
Babylonian sibyl

readi-

Canadian clubs
* Canadian football
* Chinese chess
Chinese classics
Chinese examination essavs
* Congo red
German Day celebrations
German mercenaries
* Greek fire
Greek geographers
Greek historians
* Greek letter societies
Greek mercenaries
* fndian clubs
* fndian trails
* Indian warfare
x Irish crochet lace
fsrael prize
Japanese tea ceremony
Jewish-Arab relations
Jewish art and symbolism
Jewish Christians
Jewish criminals

Jewish learning and scholarship
Jewish libraries
Jewish sects
Jewish theology
Latin historians
* Lombard loans
* Mongolian birthmark
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro
Negro

actors
artists
attrletes
authors
criminals
dentists
inventors
lawyers
librarians
minstrels
musicians
nurses
physicians
press
scientists
songs
spirituals
tales
teachers

* Prussian blue
* Roman cement
Roman walls
* Russian bank (Game)
Russian Germans
* Siamese twins
* Spanish broom
* Swedish gymnastics
* Viking ships.

One might attempt an explanation for some of these exceptions. Each
heading marked with an asterisk contains a national adjective which has
lost its national, ethnic, cultural, or linguistic connotations. Becauseother national adjectives are not generally applicable to the same noun, e.9.,
no such heading as "Chinese ballot" or "Australian chess" exists, it
serves no purpose to invert the heading. These headings, thereforg are
entered directly with the adjective first. One also notices that a large
number of these exceptions contain the adjective "Jewish" or "Negro."
However, not all headings in the LC list containing either of these adjectives are entered directly. Some are inverted. One possible explanation
for the headings containing the adjective "Jewish" is that this adjective
has both religious and ethnic connotations. Headings containing reli-
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gious adjectives such as "Buddhist," "Catholic," "Hindu," "Mohammedan," and "Shinto" do not seem to conform to the patterns for national
adjectives.
From the comments of various authors already cited, it appears that
the inverted form is an exception to the direct form. Among the subject
headings containing national adjectives in LCSH, however, the inverted
form is the rule rather than the exception. As we have seen, direct headings are limited to certain subject areas,but inverted headings encompass
all subject areas. Following is a list of headings which exemplify the diversity in subject matter among the inverted headings:
Abbreviations, English
Actors, American
Advertising, American
Air-bases. American
Astrology, Arabic
Atlases, Austrian
Automobiles, American
Baths, Finnish
Book-plates, American
Carols, Argentine
Catechisms, English
Civics, British
Cookery, Anerican
Corporations, American
Cosmogony, Babylonian
Dolls, American
Espionage, Japanese

Ethics, Chinese
Mathematics, Chinese
Medals, Jewish
Messianism, Polish
Missions, American
Music, African
Paleography, Arabic (Cufic)
Philosophy, American
Physicians, Arabic
Proverbs, Arabic
Religious camps, Jewish
Sociology, Jewish
Subject headings, French
Swords, American
Typewriters, Chinese
Weights and measures, Byzantine
Writing, Arabic

In our studv, we counted 345 entries of inverted headings. This number
far exceeds Harris' estimate of "less than 200 such terms in the entire
subject headings list" based on her l0 percent sample.
Conclusion
Such, then, are the patterns for the direct or inverted form in subject headings containing national adjectives. The basic question that
should be raised is, what, indeed, should be the criteria in determining
the form of these entries? Harris proposes word frequency as a criterion. While not without merit, this crirerion will create inevitably new inconsistenciesin entry and confusion for the user. The results of our
study suggest a pattern based on subject matter, even though there are
subject areas in which no discernible criterion for form of heading
exists. Thus, we have American wit and humor but Satire, Americanl
Oriental antiquities but Inseriptions, Oriental; French horn but Music,
French. Most direct headings, however, fall into certain subject categories. This observation raises the question whether it is necessary to
have only one principle or rule for all subject headings in a certain
form, in order to achieve consistency throughout the entire dictionary
catalog. If we have a separate subject heading list for each discipline,
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consistency would be more easily achieved and discerned. As it exists
now, the dictionary catalog contains a conglomerate of disciplines and
subject areas. The forms of the subject headings have to adapt to the
needs of individual subject matter, resulting in a great number of inconsistenciesand irregularities.
Perhaps a more viable approach would be to have difierent rules for
subject headings in different subjecr areas, rhough in the same given
form. Perhaps, for instance, in literature it is more useful for the reader to have American literaturg American drama, and American fiction together rather than having in one place books of or about fiction of various nationalities. On the other hand, in art, it may be more useful for
the reader to have paintings, etchings, sculpture, drawings, engravings,
lithographs, etc., of various nationalities together rather than having
American drawings, American etchings, American lithographs, etc., in
one place.
When the national adjectives have lost their national, ethnic, cultural, or Iinguistic connotations, as in the casesof zoological and botanical terms, and names of musical instruments, it serves no purpose
to bring the nouns forward. Hence, the natural word order, with the
adjective first, should be retained. In proper names containing national
adjectives, such as American Party and Canadian Invasion, 1775-1776,
the direct form is also preferred to the inverted form, since other national adjectives are not genelally applicable to the same nouns.
The ultimate question whether the subject criterion is indeed a valid
one cannot be answered until further investigations, especially userstudies basedon subject areas,are made.
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The Classificafion
of African Liferature
By fhe Library of Congress
RosERr L. Mownnv
I llinois W esleyan U niuersity
Bloomington, Illinois

Because the Library of Congress Classificati,on systern classifies the uarious literatures of Africa by the languages in uhich these literatures
uere originally written, it scatters them throughout subclasses PI-PZ.
Three di.ferent classification patterns ernerge. Literary works written
in African languages, Ethiopic languages, Hamitic languages, and Afri.haans are classif.edin accordance with one pattern; the French, Spanish,
and. Portuguese literatures of Africa are classified in accordance with
a second pattern; and the Arabic and English literatures of Africa are
classified in accordance uith a third pattern. The classificati,onof the
works and, criticism of English-Ianguage African authors enxerges as a
d,istinct problem, and. a proposal for alleuiati,ng this problem is oflered.

66ItrTHERE
IS THE AFRICAN LITERATURE
SHELVED?'' Pa.
V V trons wishing to browse in your library's collection of African
belles-lettres might assume that this was a simple and straightforward
question. Unless you and your library have carefully prepared for such
questions, you may find yourself giving a reply that is far from simple
and straightforward.
Neither the Library of Congress (LC) Classification nor the Dewey
Decimal Classification provides a single classification range for African
literature. Since both systems classify literary works by the languages in
which they were originally written, they scatter the various literatures of
Africa throughout the schedules for English literature, French literature,
Swahili literature, Portuguese literature, and various other literatures.
In this study we shall concentrate upon the LC classification system,
seeking to explain its treatment of the belles-lettres of Africa. Although
we shall survey the LC classification of the various African literatures,
we shall discover that the most frustrating problem is associatedwith the
LC classification of EnglishJanguage African literature.
What is included within the "literature of Africa?" On this matter
Manuscript
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the LC schedules are ambiguous-perhaps designedly so. Consider the
classification range PQ 3980-3989.2,the range reserved for "French literature outside of France-Africa." The French-language poetry of a
black Senegalesewould be classed here, as would the French poetry of
a white citizen of Senegal-but what of the French poeffy of a Senegalese who emigrated to France? There being no instructions in the PQ
schedule, the decision would be left to the Subject Cataloging Division
of the Library of Congress. One thing is clear: racial distinctions play
no role in determining which authors are classedwithin Pq 3980-3989.2
or comparable ranges.
Contemporary popular usage often equates the literature of Africa
with the literature of Black Africa. For the purposes of this study, however, the "literature of Africa" will be defined in an inclusive manner
to comprehend the literature regularly assigned by the Subject Cataloging Division to classification ranges such as PQ 3980-3989.2.Although
ancient literature as well as juvenile literature will not be considered in
this study, the literature of both North Africa and sub-Saharan Africa
will be considered.
I
Introduction Three major patterns, it will be seen, are associated
with the LC classification of the various African literatures. In our discussion of these patterns the following shorthand expressions or phrases
will be frequently used:
"History"-History and criticismof a given literature.
"Collections"-Anthologies or collections of the works of two or more authors
in the original languageor in translation, excluding collections of fiction in
English or English translation.
"Individual authors"-The works, biography, and criticism of individual authors, excluding works of fiction in English or English translation.
"Fiction in English"-Collections or separateworks of fiction in English or English translation.
Note that LC assignsthe last category to PZ l-4.
Pattern 1. Let us begin with the simplest classificationpattern.
It is self-evident that all or virtually all of the literature written in
Yoruba was authored by African authors. That a work of literature is
classedin PL 8823.5-8324,the classification range for Yoruba literature,
is therefore tantamount to identifying it as African literature.r The
range PL 8823.5-8824serves as not only a shelf-location device but also
a means of labeling literary works classified within it as works of African literature.
This classification pattern, which we shall call "Pattern I," emerges
whenever all or virtually all of the literature written in a given language
is self-evidently African literature. Pattern I is associated with the literaVolume 17,Number S,Summer 1973
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ture written in African languages, Ethiopic languages, Hamitic languages, and Afrikaans.
African l,anguages. Like the linguist, the LC system limits the term
"African languages" to the indigenous languages of sub-Saharan Africa.
The Semitic and Hamitic languages of North Africa and Ethiopia are
thereby excluded from the African languages.
The range PL 8000-8844,which is labeled "African Languages and
Literature," consists largely of single numbers or brief ranges of numbers assigned to specific African languages and their literatures. History,
collections, and individual authors (note the use of these terms as defined above) of Swahili literature and Wolof literature, for example,
are classedin PL 8703.5-8704and PL 8785.5-8785.9,respectively.zFiction
in English translation, however, is assignedto PZ l-4.
Of particular interest is PL 8010-8013, a brief range bearing the
heading "African Literature." While general histories and collections of
literature penned in the African languages are regularly assigned to this
range, certain broader histories and collections of the literature of
Black Africa are also classed within it. Yet a history or collection of African literature originally written in a specific language, whether Yoruba, English, or another language, is classed by that language (or in PZ
l) -and not in PL 8010-8013.For this reason, as will be seen below, surprisingly few titles in a given collection of African literature may actually be assignedto PL 8010-8013.
Ethiopic languages. The Ethiopic languages axe Semitic languages
more closely related to Arabic than to the African languages. Included
among their number is Amharic, the official language of Ethiopia.
These languages and their literatures are classedin PJ 9001-9293.In
addition to the range of numbers provided for ancient Ethiopic literature, there is a ten-integer range for the history, collections, and individual authors of modern Amharic literature (plus an additional range for
works of geography, science, and other special subjects written in Amharic). This literature range is longer than that provided for any of the
individual African or Hamitic languages.
Hamitic languages. The Hamitic languages are more closely related
to the Semitic than to the African languages. Included among them are
various vetnaculars of Bedouins and mountaineers of North Africa
ranging from Mauritania and Morocco in the west to Somalia in the
east.
The Hamitic languages as well as their literatures are classedin PJ
2301-2551.Reflecting the undeveloped status of these literatures, this
range only occasionally provides explicit provisions for literature. A few
scattered numbers are designated for collections of rexts, and PJ 2399
is reserved for the history of Berber literature. Otherwise, texts associated with a specific language or dialect would simply be classedwith other
works on that language or dialect.
Afrikaans. Afrikaans is a South African development of Dutch, an
Indo-European language. Although quite dissimilar from the languages
.
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considered above, Afrikaans shares with them the fact that its literature
is almost exclusively associatedwith the continent of Africa.
The PT schedule provides a modestly developed schedule for Afrikaans literature in PT 6500-6590.Provision is made for not only history
and collections but also individual authors. (Unlike the LC schedules
for African, Ethiopic, and Hamitic languages, which class language and
literature in adjacent numbers, the PT schedule provides for the classification of only literature.)
Summary concerning Pattern 1. The classification of literature written in African languages, Ethiopic languages, Hamitic languages, and
Afrikaans follows what we have called Pattern I. The literature written
in any of these languages is primarily if not exclusively an African literature; therefore, the classification ranges for these literatures become
in efiect classification ranges for African literature. Indeed, these ranges
rnake no provision for non-African literature.
TABLE I
oF rnr VenrousArnlcer Lrrrnerunts
LC Cr,essrrrcATroN
Language in which
the Literature
Was Written

History and
Collections

Individual
Authors

Fiction
in Englistr

PL 8785.5-8785.8

PL 8765.9

(PZr-4)*

Pattern I
An African language,
Wolof
An Ethiopic language,
Amharic
A Hamitic language,
Galla
Afrikaans

PJ 9260.9268

PJ 9269

(PZr-4)

PI 247r
PT 6500-6580

PJ 247r
PT 6590

(Pzr-4)
(Pzr-4)

Pattern II
French
Spanish
Portuguese

PQ 3980-3988
PQ 8600-8618
PQ 9900-9908

PQ 398e-3989.2
Pq 8619.8620
PQ 9909-9909.2

(Pzr-4)
(Pzr-4)
(Pzr-4)

Pattern III
Arabic
English

PJ 8195-8390
PR 9798-9898

(PJ 76e6-7876)
(PR r800-6076)

(Pzr-4)
(Pzr-4)

* Parentheses identify
African literature.

classification ranges which

are not reserved exclusively

for

As shown in Table l, history, collections, and individual authors are
classed in these ranges. Only English translations of fiction are assigned
to another range, PZ l-4.
Pattern 11. The French poetry of L6opold Senghor, the president of
Senegal, is classed within Pq 3980-3989.2, a range reserved for the
French literature of Africa. Whereas the verse of France's Raymond
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Queneau, for example, is given a classification which marks him as a
Frenchman, the poetry of Senghor is assigned a classification which identifies him as an African. In a similar manner, a history or anthology of
Parisian literature would be classedwith the French national literature,
while a history or anthology of French African literature would be
classedin PQ 3980-3989.2.A clear distinction is maintained.
This pattern, which will be labeled "Pattern II," is associatedwith
the classification of the French, Spanish, and Portuguese literatures of
Africa.
F,rench, Spanish, Portuguese. The French, Spanish, and Portuguese
literatures of Africa are classed in PQ 3980-3989.2,PQ 8600-8620, and
PQ 9900-9909.2,respectively. The history, collections, and individual authors of these literatures are classed in these ranges, which are distinct
from the ranges designated for the respective national literatures. Since
these ranges do not divide African literature into regional or national
literatures, they classify an author like Senghor as an African and not
as a Senegaleseor even as a West African. English translations of fiction,
of course,are shifted to PZ l-4.
Italian. Two class numbers, PQ 5975-5976, are reserved for "Italian
Iiterature outside of Italy-Africa." It could be assumed but not demonstrated that this literature would be classed according to Pattern II,
for, as of 12 June 1972, no works had been assigned these numbers by
the Library of Congress.s
Pattern III . Pattern III is more complex.
An anthology of English drama wrirten by African playwrights is
classedwithin PR 9798-9898,"English literature outside of Great Britain
-Africa," but an anthology of British drama is assigned to a range reserved for the British national literature. The drama of Kenya's James
NgrS, however, is classedin PR 6050-6076along with the British national literature. Finally, his novels are assigned to PZ l-4.
As this example shows, a ffi-partite pattern emerges. History and collections of the English literature of Africa are classed in a range distinct from the British national literature; individual English-language
African authors are intermixed with all other English-language authors
except Americans; and fiction is scatrered throughout PZ l-4. The range
PR 9798-9898 carries a distinct identification with English-African literature, but the class numbers for individual English-African authors
do not.a The class number for Ngugi's drama, PR 6064.G8, and the
number for his novels, PZ 4.N5688, are little more than sophisticated
mechanismsfor shelf-arrangement.
This pattern, Pattern III, applies ro the classification of the English
and Arabic literatures of Africa.
Arabic. The revised LC schedule for Arabic (North Arabic) literature provides an ample range of numbers for the history and collections
of the Arabic literature of Africa. This range, PJ 8195-839Q designates
separate brief ranges for the Arabic literature of five narions of North
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Africa plus Zanzibar. Yet individual authors are classed in PJ 7696-7876,
where they are interfiled with all other Arabic authors. Individual Arabic-language African authors are thus classified as Arabic authors-but
not as African authors.
English. The history and collections of the English literature of Africa are classedin PR 9798-9898,a range to be discussedin greater detail below. Individual authors are classedin PR 1800-6076,the vast range
of numbers for non-American English-language authors. Since the majority of EnglishJanguage African authors are comparatively young,
they tend to be classed in PR 6050'6076, the range for authors who
flourished after 1960.
German. A single theoretical number, PT 3951, is reserved for the
history and collections of German-African literature, but as of 12 June
1972, no works had been assigned to this number. Individual authors
would be handled in accordancewith Pattern III.
Conclusi.on.As Table I shows, three principal patterns are associated
with the classificationof the various literatures of Africa.
Pattern I arises in conjunction with the classification of the various
literatures written in African languages, Ethiopic languages, Hamitic
languages, and Afrikaans. Since these literatures are almost exclusively
written by African authors, the classification numbers reserved for them
become de facto ranges for African literature. History, collections, and
individual authors are assigned to these numbers, but English translations of fiction are shifted to PZ l-4.
Pattern II applies to the classification of the French, Spanish, and
Portuguese literatures of Africa. History, collections, and individual authors are classed in brief ranges reserved for these literatures but separated from the ranges for the national literatures. English translations
of fiction are placed inPZ l-4.
Pattern III is associatedwith the classification of the Arabic and English literatures of Africa. Although history and collections are classed
in numbers reserved for African literature, individual authors are assigned to the classification ranges for the national literature. In the latte,r case, classification becomes little more than a shelf-location device.
Once again, fiction in English (or English translation) is consigned to
PZ 14.
Classification by the LC system is basically a practical rather than a
theoretical art. To bridge the gap between the general discussions found
in the preceding paragraphs and the realities of an actual situation, it
will be useful to examine the classification of an actual collection of
African literature. To this task we shall now turn.
II
A specific example. If a library which uses the LC classification has
developed a research collection of African literature, it has probably assigned titles to most or all of the classification ranges described in the
Volume 17,Number S,Summer 1973
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preceding paragraphs. For such a library these paragraphs have provided
a summary response to the question, "How do you classify African literature?" Can the same be said concerning a library which is building a
modest collection of African literature in English or English translation
but is not developing a research collection in this area?While the answer
will obviously vary from library to library, the experience of one undergraduate college library may be instructive.
During 1972 t.he Illinois Wesleyan University libraries faced the
problem of classifying the initial eighty-three titles of the African
Writers Series (AWS) published during the past decade by Heinemann
Educational Books, Ltd. Composed of primary works written in English
or translated into English from Arabic, French, Portuguese, or various
African languages, this respected series contains works of individual authors as well as collections and anthologies. Even though poetf,y, plays,
essays,short stories, and novels appear in this series, short stories and
novels predominate. While this series contains many titles which would
be basic to any collection of African literature, its emphasis upon the
works of individual authors-especially the fictional works of these authors-provides the classifier with a particrrlar challenge. Two notable
problem areas become highly visible: PR 6000-6076andPZ l-4.
The class numbers assigned these AWS titles by the Library of Congress were sought in the National Union Catalog (NUC). Of the eightythree titles with which we began, nineteen were necessarily deleted from
the sample to be analyzed below. Thirteen of these ninereen were classified outside subclassesP-PZ in such subject areas as African political history or African folklore, while the remaining six either were not represented in the NUC through March 1972, or were represented only by
non-LC cataloging which lacked LC classification numbers.5 We are left
with a sample composed of sixty-four AWS titles which were assigned
to LC subclassesPJ-PZ.
Accepting PZ numbers. Let us first consider what would happen if
the LC numbers-including PZ numbers-were accepted as published
in the NUC. The first column of figures in Table 2 gives the results.
Only ten of the sixty-four titles would be placed in classification
ranges explicitly reserved for African literature. These ten include two
classedin PL 8000-8844,"African languages and literature"; rwo in PQ
3980-3989.2,"French literature outside of France-Africa"; and six in
PR 9798-9898, "English literature outside of Great Britain-Africa."
These ten represent less than one-sixth of the sixty-four titles in our
sample.
The remaining fifty-four titles would be given little more than
shelf-locations.Six would be classedin PR 6000-6076,"English lirerature
-20th century" while the other forty-eight would be assigned to PZ 14,
"Fiction in English." Four novels by Chinua Achebe, for example,
would be classedin PZ 4.A17, two by Elechi Amadi would be placed in
PZ 4.A48, one by Ayi Kwei Armah in PZ 4.A725. etc. Such classifications
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would do nothing to identify these titles as works of African literature.
Surely there is a better solution.
TABLE 2
LC Cr,essrrrcATroN
oF Srxrv-FounArxrceN Wnrrrns SnmrsTrrr.ns

LC Classification Ranges

Accepting
PZ
Numbers

Ranges Reserved for African Literature
PL 8000-8844,African lang./lit.
PQ 3980-3989.2,French-African lit.
PR 9798-9898,English-African lit.
Subtotal
Ranges Intetmixing African and Non-African
Literature
PJ 7800-7876,Arabic lit.
PR 6000-6076,English lit.
PZ l-4, Fiction in English
Other
Subtotal
Total

Following
ProPosed
Revision

Using
Alternative
Numbers

I

c

2
6

8
6

3
8
50

10

t7

6t

0
6
48
0

I

I

44
0
I

51t

47

64

64

0
0
I

64,

Using alternatiue numbefs. Recognizing that many of the libraries
that had adopted the LC classification had become dissatisfied with PZ
t-4, the Libriry of Congress began late in 1968 to provide alternative
numbers for those titles which it continued to class in PZ l-4.a Through
the utilization of these alternative numbers, it should be possible to
avoid the classification pattern already described. Unfortunately, as we
shall see,a new dilemma will come to the fore.
Alternative numbers were sought in the NUC for the forty-eight
AWS titles which had been classedin PZ l-4. These alternative numbers
were assignedwhenever they could be established, even if they were not
supplied on the NUC cards for many of these AWS titles themselves.
By iearching the NUC through March 1972, it was possible to establish
alternative numbers for forty-two of these forty-eight titles. Through
the use of reference tools, it was possible to assign the remaining six to
at least their proper classification ranges. (Our decision to reject PZ
numbers oeates, of coutse, a new dilemma: How shall we classify these
six titles?) The sixteen AWS titles which had originally been assigned to
subclassesPL, PQ, and PR were naturally left in those subclasses.
The second .ol.t-n of Table 2 reports how the sixty-four AWS titles
would now be disuibuted.
Seventeen titles would now be classed in ranges explicitly identified
with African literature. Included within these seventeen ale three titles
V o l u m e I T , N u m b e r S , S u m m e r1 9 7 3
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assignedto PL 8000-8844,eight to PQ 3980-3989.2,and six to PR 97989898.
The remaining forty-seven titles would be classedin ranges which intermix African and non-African literature. The vast majority, fortyfour, would be concentrated in a single range, PR 6000-6076.Unfortunately, these forty-four titles would be classed as "English literature"defined as literature written by English-language authors other than
Americans-and not as EnglishJanguage African literature. As a result,
these titles would be intermixed with the works and criticism of English, Scotch, Irish, Canadian, West Indian, Australasian, and Indian authors, and would be given classificationsthat would be little more than
shelf-location devices. The three remaining titles-two that would be assigned to PJ 7800-7876and a maverick that would be placed in another
classification-would also be classed in ranges not exclusively reserved
for African literature.
Although we have replaced PZ numbers with alternative numbers, we
have found that fortv-seven of the sixtv-four titles would still be left
with classifications providing little more than shelf-locations. The new
villain chiefly responsible for this pattern is PR 6000-6076.
Patterns II and III. Why are English-laneuage African authors
classed in PR 6000-6076rather than PR 9798-9898, the range for English-African literature? Does this practice rest upon a fundamental
principle underlying the LC classification of literature? The answer is
negative.
The existence of what we have called Patterns II and III points to
the fact that the LC literature schedulesare not consistent in their treatment of the authors of nonnational literature. Pattern III. which classes
individual authors with the national literature, is the more prevalent
pattern, for it applies to the classification of not only English literature
but also Arabic, Chinese, Russian, and various other literatures. Pattern
II, which assignsindividual authors of nonnational literature to special
ranges distinct from the ranges for national literature, is particularly associated with subclass PQ, a subclass which contains, for example, detailed schedulesfor not only the individual Spanish-languageauthors of
the various Latin American nations but also the individual Portugueselanguage authors of Brazil. The French, Spanish, and Portuguese literatures of Africa, we have seen,are also classifiedby Pattern II.
Portions of the nonnational literature of a given language may be
classified in accordance with each of these patterns. The French literature of Belgium and of other European nations is classed by Pattern
III, but non-European French literature is classed by Pattern II. Even
though nonnational literature written in German, Dutch, and four Scandinavian languages is generally classedby Pattern III, North American
literature penned in these languages is classed by Patrern II. Whereas
subclass PR, "English Literature," follows Pattern III, subclass PS,
"American Literature," representsan elaborate example of pattern II.
Interestingly enough, the l9l5 edition of the PR schedule displayed
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some recognition of the limitations of the pattern it had adopted, Pattern III. Instructions placed prior to PR 8300-9899, the section then
termed "English Literature: Provincial, Colonial, Etc.," indicated that
The works and biography and criticism of individual authors are to be classified
in PR 1800-6049,but are to be representedby added entries in the card shelf
list in PR 8300+.7
If these instructions were still being followed, the Library of Congress'
shelflist for PR 9798-9898could now be used as a means of identifying
the works and criticism of English-language African authors classed in
PR 6000-6076.Although the portion of this note following the comma
has since been deleted, its inclusion in this schedule testifies to an awareness even in l9l5 of the difficulty of identifying and retrieving provincial and colonial literature when it is shelved with the British national
literature. Comparable instructions appear seven other times in the PJ,
PL, and PT schedules.s
Both Pattern II and Pattern III are therefore "acceptable" LC classification patterns. Pattern III undoubtedly expedites the task of classification, for it frees the classifier from the task of verifying the nationalities of authors. Yet Pattern III causesproblems such as the one we
have discussed, the problem of scattering EnglishJanguage African authors throughout the English literature collection. Pattern II would provide these authors with more meaningful classifications.
Classification by Pattern II.To illustrate this claim, the final column
of Table 2 shows the pattern that would result if individual Englishlanguage African authors in the AWS series could be classed by Pattern
II rather than Pattern III. The number of titles assigned to PR 97989898 would jump from six to fifty, while the number of titles placed in
ranges specifically identified with African literature would leap from
seventeento sixty-one.
Such a change would be a boon for the browser. The 1964 "Statement on Types of Classification Available to New Academic Libraries"
observed that "it is practically impossible to browse with LC, although
people try it all the time."s Our discussion of the LC classification of
AWS titles has illustrated the claim that "it is practically impossible to
browse with LC," for it has shown that a browser would have little success in finding the works of English-language African writers. In view
of the fact that "people try it fbrowsing] all the time," however, there
is surely merit in considering feasible options aimed at improving browsability. Our proposal represents such an option. The small or medium:
sized open-stack library which is building a nonresearch collection of
African literature in English or English translation would be a particular beneficiary of such a change.
The classification of English-language African authors in PR 97989898 rather than PR 6000-6076would also assist automated retrieval.
Consider the problem of searching MARC tapes for African literature.
How could a computer identify the literary works of African authors
as works of African literature? Since such works are seldom assigned
V o l u m e1 7 , N u m b e r 3 , S u m m e r 1 9 7 3
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subject headings, they can usually be retrieved only by author entries,
title entries, or classnumbers. Of these three means of access,class numbers obviously offer the greatest potential for an automated search. If
the works of African authors have been assigned class numbers specifically associatedwith African literature, they can be readily identified
as works of African literature by a search by these class numbers. If
these works have been classedin ranges such as PR 6000-6076or PZ l-4,
however, their retrieval by classnumber would be impossible.
If individual English-language African authors were to be classed by
Pattern II, provision for them would naturally have to be furnished in
PR 9798-9898or an extension thereof. Since this range is currently rather thinly populated, its revision could be accomplished with minimal disruption. Of the sixty-four titles found in the Library of Congtess'
shelflist for this range on 12 June 1972, twenty-five were concentrated
in PR 9798-9799,twenty-one were scattered throughout PR 9800-9897,
and eighteen were grouped in PR 9898. No books had been classed in
more than 75 of the l0l integers within this range. If necessary this
range could be easily expanded, for it is followed by a lengthy range,
PR 9900-9999,which is currently unassigned.
Closing comments. In the previous paragraphs we have seen that the
classification of individual English-language African authors by Pattern
II provides the key to their retrieval as African authors. Whereas neither
the acceptance of recommended LC numbers nor the utilization of alternative numbers results in more than seventeenof our sixty-four AWS
titles being assignedto ranges specifically reserved for African literature,
the classification of English-language authors by Pattern II plus the acceptance of alternative numbers for other authors results in sixty-one
of these sixty-four titles being classedin such ranges. We have seen that
the classification of nonnational literature by Pattern II is an acceptable
LC practice, and that the revision or expansion of PR 9798-9898should
not be unduly difficult.
Such a revision would fail to satisfy those who would like to gather
all African literature within one subclass or classification range, but it
would accomplish a substantial task, the gathering of the increasingly
significant English literature of Africa into a single classification
range.Io This proposal is presented at a time when the corpus of this literature is still comparatively small-but obviously growing. With a host
of African authors currently writing in English, there can be little
doubt that the importance of English-language African literature will
also continue to grow.
Postscript
Recent developments. The preceding paper, which was completed
during October 1972, describes the classification of African literature as
practiced by the Subject Cataloging Division of the Library of Congress
during mid-1972, and presents an alternative proposal for the classification of the works and criticism of individual English-language African
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authors. Since the completion of this paper, the Subject Cataloging Division not only has accepted in principle this proposal but also has incorporated it within a recently-published revision of the schedules for "English literature outside of Great Britain." These developments require
a brief review.
The January-March 1973 list of LC Classification-Addi,tions and,
Changes presents the newly-created range PR 9080-9670,"English literature outside of Great Britain," as a thoroughgoing revision and replacement of the former range PR 9080-9899.11
One of the notable changes
effected by this revision was the rransfer from PR 9798-9898to PR 93409408 of the range for the English literature of Africa. An anthology of
English Nigerian plays that formerly would have been classified as PR
9898.N57, for example, would now be placed in PR 5387.7. The old
range for the English literature of Africa, PR 9798-9898,has been vacated and left unassigned.
Incorporated into PR 9340-9408,the new range for the English literature of Africa, are instructions that the works and criticism of individual English-language African aurhors are to be classified with the literatures of their native lands. For example, the English plays of an individual Nigerian author, which formerly would have been classified
within PR 6050-6076along with the worki of conremporary British, Canadian, Pakistani, and other English-speaking authors (other than American authors), would now be assigned to PR 9387.9, a number defined
as "English literature outside of Great Britain-Africa-Nigeria-Indi
vidual authors." The new schedules for the English literature of Africa
thus would assign these plays a classification number which is explicitly
associated with African literature-and even with a specific African literature, English Nigerian literature.
The instructions to classify the works and criticism of individual
authors with the literatures of their narive lands appear not only in PR
9340-9408but also throughout PR 9080-9670,the new range for "English
literature outsi.deof Great Britain." As a result. the works and criticism
of individual Canadian, Pakistani, and other English-speaking authors
are also to be classified within PR 9080-9670.At one importanr point,
however, there is no change: the Subject Cataloging Division continues
to assign"Fiction in English" to PZ l-4.

l. The LC schedules for tl.e variou, ;;::::'atures
have rrequenrly been revised.
To verify the classification numbers cited throughout this article, it is often necessary to chcck not only the original published editions of the literature schedules
but also the various lists of I,C Classification-Ad.ditions and. Changes.
2. Nwozo Amankn'e has twice commented on the problem of clasifying
African
languages. Cf., his "Revision of Classification Schemes for Nigerian Needs," Nigerian Libraries l:168-71 (Sept. 1965); and his "Africa in the Standard Classification Schemes," Library Resources ,b Technical Seruices 16:l8rt-86 (Spring 1972).
3. This assumption is based on the pattern suggested by PQ 598a, PQ 5988, and
PQ 5999-5999.2.
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4. This section describes practices employed by the Subject Cataloging Division of the
Library of Congress piior to Aprii 1973. During April the Subject Cataloging Dito a newly-designed
vision began assigning English-language African literature
range, PR 9340-9408, which is reviewed in the Posrscrz'pt to this paper.
5. The determination of the boundary between African folklore and African literature
is an additional dilemma facing the classifier of African literature.
6. William J. Welsh, "The Processing Department of the Library of Congress in
1968," Library Resources & Technical Seraices l3:184 (Spring 1969).
7. U.S. Library of Congress. Subject Cataloging Division, Classification: Class P,
SubclassesPN, PR, PS, PZ .. . (Washington: l9l5) , p. 153.
8, These instructions appeared in the printed editions of the Arabic, Chinese, Danish,
Dutch, German, Norwegian, and Swedish literature schedules. All of these instructions have since been cancelled.
9. American Library Association. Resources and Technical Services Division. Cataloging and Classification Section. Classification Committee, "Statement on Types
of Classification Available to New Academic Libraries,"
Library
Resources dt
Technical Seruices9:106 (Winter 1965).
10. F. O. Aramide, "Bliss Modifications in the Ibadan University Library," Nigerian
Libraries 3:ll2-13
(Dec. 1967), reports that the Ibadan University library modified Bliss' Bibliographic Classification in a more or less parallel manner.
11. U.S. Library of Congress. Subject Cataloging Division, LC Classification-Ad.ditions
and Changes, List 169:86-90 (Jan.-Mar. 1973).
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IN THE MAIL
O.P. Mi.crofilming
We have read with interest Ernest R. Perez' article, "Acquisitions of Out-ofPrint Materials" [Winter 1973]. There are some points which we believe warrant further explanation or discussion.
For example, in his second full paragraph on page 43 he states that, "One
method that should not be overlooked when considering microlorm copies of
o.p. materials is the copying of another institution's films or the production of
a single copy of microfilm from an original text." Perhaps your readers should
be advised that they may violate copyright by so doing. In any case, a subprofessional in a library would in all likelihood find it very difficult to copy film and
process it to library srandards without a good deal of technical photographic
knowledge and experience. The statement that "Kodak microfilm runs about
$3.50 per 100 foot roll" might be construed by some of your readers to indicate
that the cost of the film would be the entire cost of the reproduction process,
especially when read in context with this statement that "the processis not difficult."
In his next paragraph Mr, Perez states that "obtaining o.p. material on film
from University Microfilms is a costly procedure, especially for items in photocopy form, produced by using the Xerox Copyflo process. . . ." Our price for microfilm of most o.p. items is $.0175 per page. The price for xerographic books
is $.05 per page, and in both casesthe price includes searching, obtaining needed permissions, paying library access fees where applicable (much of our material comes from publishers) and copyright fees, as well as the photography,
the copy made from the master, storage of the master copy, and all the related
costs of publishing. Moreover, the purchaser receives a copy packaged for use:
the microform is in a carton, the xerographic books are bound with paper covers. The microform is processed to archival standards and paper copies are on
durable, acid-free paper. Both are made to industry standards. Mr. Perez' assertion that "acquisition of o,p. material on microfilm from University Microfilms, is "a 'last resort' because of its expense" ought to be supported by actual
detailed cost figures from alternate sources; otherwise, the careful reader cannot
make comparisons for himself.
Mr. Perez asserts, in the final paragraph on page 43, that "A more economical method of getting o.p. material on microfilm would be ro locate and borrow a copy, get permission ro copy it, check for copyright status, and have a microfilm of the item made locally." If he can furnish all of these services for
less than $.0175 per page in a single microform copy, or for less than $.05 per
page for bound xerographic books in single copies, then your readers ought to
be told what the price would be and what standards would be followed.
Rotary, or flow, camera are rhe kind generally used "for storage filming of
financial documents, records, personnel data, etc.," and cannot be used for photographing bound materials. Mr. Perez may have somerhing else in mind, and if
so, should say what it is for the benefit of your readers.-srezens Rice,uice president, Edit orial Detelopment, Uniaersity Micr ofilms.
Ernest Perez replies: My article, written
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with antiquarian book trade acquisitions avenues rather than microform
ods and evaluation.

meth-

bureau or a Kodak lab certainly produces archival quality processing.
The convenience of University Microfilms film or xerox bound copy to supply needed o.p. titles is worth the expense, if there is a need for quick accessto
the material and zf University Microfilms has the material in their "on demand"
stock. I think that nonstock items could be acquired more quickly by in-house or
copies, and usually more cheaply
local service bureau filming of Ill-borrowed
by antiquarian market purchase of an o.p. original copy.
I feel that nonprofeisional staft can 6e trained to do the actual labor of filming at a constant and good quality level, and that local Kodak or reputable service bureau processing put out an archival quality end product- Many of my fellow librarians on othef major newspapers are doing just this to reduce bulk of
their files, while preserving the information.

SUDO CS Classifi,cati,on
Leroy Schwarzkopf offers [Winter 1972, p. 95-97] a reaction to my article,
"Handling Changes in Superintendent of Documents Classification" [Spring
l97l]. Since the problem of changes in SD classification is still a relevant issue,
I would like to make a belated reply to some of Mr. Schwarzkopf's criticisms.
I felt compelled to respond because Mr. Schwarzkopf, in his apparent eagerness to present the opposing argument in the debate, misrepresents the sense of
some very bad advice
my remirks in some instances, and himself serves up ".
for federal government documents librarians."
In paragraph I of his letter he suggests that by recommending oPtion 3
(complete reclassification) I ". . . failed to properly weigh the advantages and
disadvantagesof the alternative courses of action." This statement misrepresents
both the spirit and letter of my argument. Although I do recommend complete
reclassification as the most desirable solution, my endorsement is temPered by an
awarenessof the disadvantages of this solution, the Potential appeal of option
2 (which Mr. Schwarzkopf favors) , and the possibility of a compromise be-
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tween_options 2 and 3 (i.e., giving first priority to rhe reclassification of closely
linked sets) . My remarks are simply nor as one sided and absolute as my critic
would have your readers believe.
In his second paragraph, Mr. Schwarzkopf states, "simmons minimizes the

opponents of full reclassificationmay point out the great amount of time and work
required to complete this process.Libraries committed to the use of superintendent
of Documents classification, however, should recognize the fact that conitant change
is an inherent feature of the system, and that reclassification is a legitimate and
routine function of the documents librarian.
The bad advice which Mr. schwarzkopf ofiers is his recommendation that
documents librarians follow option 2 (assigning new norations to publications
issued after the change; lcaving old notations on material issued before the
change) . My reply to rhis is that oprion 2 results in splitting periodicals and
other organically linked sets in some instances three, fo-ur, fivi, br more times.

Federal security Agency ceased ro exist in 1g53, yet documents were still being
issued with its assigned letter designation (FS) until 1969. Even if d.ocuments
users were intimately familiar with the alterations in the federal bureaucrac%
as Mr. schwarzkopf's point assurnes,the sD notations as assigned still would not
make much sense.
He_further argues that large, older collections especially should be excused
from the
of putting like things togerher, becauie of ihe geat amounr of
fosy
work involved. He complains,
.
r am the documents librarian at a state university library which is also a
regional,depository. rn our situation, following simmoni' advicl would have required changing the numbers, records, and sheft location of thousands and tens of
thousands of publications not only once, but as often as five times on some series
of publications.
Thc larger and older the collection, however, the more ouffageous the fragmentation is likely to be if all old notations are allowed to stand.
Though he overstates his case, there is merit to some of what Mr. schwarz-
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M. Simrnons,
Schwarzkopf would have your readers believe otherwise.-Robert
Curri,culum Librarian anA Documents Librarian, Clement C. Maxwell Library'
Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, Massachusetts.
LeRoy Schwarzkopf replies: I am glad to learn that Robert M. Simmons finds
some merit in my arguments against reclassifying U.S. government documents
[Winter 1972,p.95-97]. However, I am sorry that he feels I did not admit to any
merit in his arguments for reclassifying older publications to new numbers
upon a change in Superintendent of Documents (SUDOCS) classification as discussedin his original article [Spring l97l]. On the contrary, Simmons quotes a
passagefrom my letter where I admit there were advantages in the procedure he
had recommended (designated as option 3) . I did not discuss these advantages
since Simmons had done so ably in his article. Indeed, I must admit that in his
article Simmons also presented some, but not all, of the major advantages and
disadvantagesof the three options available to documents librarians. The thrust
of my argument was that according to my evaluation the advantages to be
gained by using option 3 were so far outweighed by the disadvantages that I
could not recommend this procedure, Particularly for large seParate documents
collections.
As for Simmons' remark that I had given bad advice to documents librarians
to retain the SUDOCS number as originally and permanently assigned (designated as option 2) I probably deserve this since I had accused Simmons of giving
bad advice. Apparently Simmons is honestly and deeply convinced that his advice is better, as I likewise have a deep conviction that my recommendation is
better. Since there is such a wide and basic difference of opinion, I think it is
healthy for us to air our differences, and to allow documents librarians to make
their own judgments which procedure is better for their Particular situations.
Ilowever, I should like to comment on some of the points which Simmons
offers in rebuttal. As for misrepresenting his remarks, Simmons in his article recommends that "complete reclassification of old and new publications to conform with notation changes, should be the ultimate goal of documents librarians." Now he admits that while this is the "most desirable solution," as a Practical matter he really favors a compromise between his ideal solution of complete reclassification (option 3) and option 2 (assigning new notations to publi
cations issued after the change, leaving old notations on materials issued before
the change) . His ideal solution involves making a major exception to the use of
the SUDOCS classification system as it was designed, and is used by its sponsor.
Now he suggeststhat one should make only a limited exception, i.e., make exceptions to the major exception. If I interpret his article and letter correctly he
would give first priority to periodicals and other "closely linked sets" such as
numbered publications in a series.
I certainly cannot accept that Simmons' claim in paragtaph 5 that using opmaterials
tion 2 "violates a fundamental principle of good librarianship-that
be organized in a sensible way." Nor can I accept his statement in paragraph 6
that my argument that the SUDOCS classification system did indeed bring like
things together (i.e., "all publications of a major executive department or administration at a specified time period") was a "purely technical factor." This
argument was not facetious as Simmons implies, but is very basic to this discussion about the principles of any classification and/ot locator system. The
SUDOCS classification system is based on proaenance, as are most systems for
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archives or records administration. When Project Head Start was transferred
from the Office of Economic Opportunity
(OEO) ro the Departmenr of
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), the records created by OEO before
the transfer will be filed by the archivist with that agency, and after the transfer with HEW. The same principle applies to publications which are classified
by the Superintendent of Documents. Both systemsoperate under a principle of
proaenance.Is it sensible for the archivist, but not for the documents librarian,
to file together materials originated by a specific agency during a specified peri
od in time?
With respect to this discussion of maintaining the integrity of, and observing the basic principles of a particular classification system, Simmons fails to respond to my arguments that indeed other classification systems do not always
bring like things togethet on the shelaes,and that although it is a disadvantage
I do not consider it to be a serious one. In my letter, I point out that our main
book classification systems are based on subject. However, a book usually contains more than one subject, and can be classified only by the main subject.
These many other subjects are brought together in one place in the card catalog.
This illustrates another major purpose of a notation system, i.e., a location
identifier. In addition ro notation sysremsbased on subject classification, I also
mention systemsbased on serially assignedaccessionnumbers. Actually SUDOCS
employs such a system within the main system, i.e., the congressional serial set.
This type of notarion system is often used in filing technical report lirerature.
As a curriculum librarian Simmons should be familiar with such a system,
namely ERIC documents. Does Simmons consider this to be a sensible system, or
is he busily reclassi{ying and refiling ERIC documents by subject, or perhaps by
author? Indeed the main entry in the typical card catalog is the author.
Would it be more sensible to shelve books by author, rarher than by LC or
Dewey subject classification systems?I do not consider the many separations o?x
the shelaes of related materials under option 2 to be a serious disadvantage as
long as they are brought together in the records. This argument is also presented
by Lyle in "Utilizing the Superintendent of Documents System Without Reclassification" [Fall 1972].
I am glad that Simmons again brings up the horrible example of the continued use of the "FS" notation syrnbol after 1953, when the agency to which it
was originally assigned (Federal Security Agency) was redesignated as the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. In this case rhe Superintendent of
Documents violated the integrity of his own system. Flowever, this illustrates
that when making an exception he prefers the use of option l, not option 3.
Option I involves using the old classification number after a new number has
been, or should have been, assigned. Indeed he is currenrly following option I
in assigning "C3" rather than "C56.200" numbers to publications of the 1970
Census of Population and Housing which were issued after the transfer of the
Bureau of the Census to the newly established Social and Economic Statistics
Administration. Simmons discussesoption I in his article and lists three disadvantages for it. Since both options I and 3 violate the integrity of rhe system by
not using the notation number pennanently assigned to the piece, two of the disadvantagesof option I are equally applicable ro option 3. With respecr to limiting the usefulness of the Monthly Catalog, Simmons considers this a major disadvantage for option l, but merely an "inconvenience" for option 3. Simmons
also lists as another disadvantage of option I that it would violate "the intention
of the Superintendent of Documents classification to conform to the structure
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of the federal government." Flowever, he does not mention, or apparently consider this to be a disadvantage for option 3 which does the same thing for older
publications that option I does for newer publications. The third disadvantage
which Simmons mentions is that a documents librarian using option I could not
immediately transfer the numbers on the shipping list of the piece. However,
he fails to mention certain disadvantages of option 3 which option I avoids: the
requirement to change the numbers on, and reshelve, older materials.
I certainly cannot accept Simmons' argument in paragraph 7 that documents
librarians of large separate collections are acting illogically or need an excuse lor
using option 2. Simmons comments that the "larger and older the collection,
however, the more outrageous the fragmentation of materials is likely to be if
old notations are allowed to stand." I do not consider this fragmentation of materials on the shelves to be a serious deficiency if the materials are brought together in the records. I do consider it to be more outrageous to reclassify the
same materials over and over again as the collection gets older and larger. It includes not only changing records (not too great a chore), but also changing the
numbers, and reshelving and shifting the older materials. This involves an outrageous amount of unnecessary work in a large collection.
I agree with Simmons that this is a "continuing problem with various solutions." I hope that this dialog has furnished pertinent information to documents librarians so that they can weigh the advantages and disadvantages of the
three options mentioned, or any combinations thereof, and choose the course
which is most appropriate for their situations.

SA D O CS C lnssific ation-M or e
There have been numerous articles written on the value of the SUDOCS
classification for organizing federal government documents but few have been
devoted to analyzing the value of that classification in terms of information retrieval. Does the SUDOCS classification facilitate retrieving information from
government documents as efficiently as other classification schemes do? The
SUDOCS classification essentially provides location synbols bringing documents
together based on issuing agency rather than on subject or title. Therefore, it is
frequently necessary to consult the Monthly Catalog and other bibliographical
tools to identify the document desired by the patron. This identifying process
is often time-consuming, difficult, frustrating, and unsuccessful.
If we want to ptomote a wider and more efiective use of government documents, the identifying process should be short and efiective; this is the area in
which document librarians' expertise and efforts musr be fully employed in order to make fuller use of government documents. No matter what organizational scheme the library may adopt for maintaining the documents collection, it is
the responsibility of document librarians to make the scheme workable through
their reference service.
Government documents are frequently interdisciplinary in their coverage of
subject and most of them are major sources of statistics. Often tirles do not
indicate the type of information contained in them. It is in the area of government documents where "a direct service to the public by working with patrons
on their reference questions" is highly desirable in order to bring about a better
use of government documents.
Mr. Lyle is correct in advising that document librarians should be more con-
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cerned with a direct and intimate assistance to the patrons in their use of government documents. We should be more concerned about an efficient process of
retrieving the information contained in variously formatted government documents than the technical processing of them.-,fai L. Yun, Documents Librari'
an, State Unitersity of New York at Stony Brook, Stony Brook,
The recent article on "Utilizing the Superintendent of Documents System
without Reclassification" by Jack W. Lyle [Fall 1972] provides an excellent rebuttal to a previous article by Robert M. Simmons on "Handling Changes in
Superintendent of Documents Classification" [Spring l97l]. In making his case
against reclassifying Superintendent of Documents (SUDOCS) classification
numbers, Mr. Lyle reinforces several points which I previously made in my letter to the editor criticizing Simmons' "misguided advice." [Winter 1972, p.95'

e7l

While I heartily endorse that portion of Lyle's article which discusses the
disadvantages and pitfalls in reclassifying SUDOCS numbers, I am very disappointed in that part of his "how we do it in our library" article concerned with
record keeping. His methods do not appear to be typical of those used in other
depository libraries, and his description of how his record keeping methods
would "bring together all publications in the same series" is not clear.
My comments are based not only on the record keeping practices in our library, but also on observation and comparison of such practices in other depository libraries in at least sixteen states. As a regional depository librarian, I
am familiar with the practices of other depositories in Maryland, and I have
visited a number of out-of-state-depositories, mostly regional and/or university
libraries. \
First, I find the use of visible record files for government documents not the
typical practice. I encountered only two libraries where such records were being
used extensively, primarily for serials. These visible record files were augmented
by 3 x 5 inch catalog cards for recording the holdings of separate publications:
i.e., nonserial publications whose book number is a Cutter number, or serial Publications with a complicated numbering system, such as EPA Water Pollution
Control Research Series publication number 16080 DON 02/72. As a general rule
I found that depository libraries use three types of 3 x 5 inch form catalog
cards, plus plain catalog cards. The form catalog cards include: (l) a card with
numbers 0 to 99 in l0 columns, used for checking in and recording holdings of
numbered publications in series which use a simple consecutive numbering system; (2) ayear card, used for annual reports and serials; and (3) a month/year,
or periodical card, used for recurring serials, mainly periodicals which are issued
on a weekly to semiannual basis. Lyle mentions the use of an insert to the year
card as a periodicals record card.
A plain catalog card is normally used for recording separate publications'
Lyle mentions a "lined card" for this purpose. He offers no information about
the amount of cataloging information entered on the card. I find that depositories exercise three options in preparing plain catalog cards providing the least
to the most information as follows: (l) list only the book number on the card,
with the heading for corporare author and/or ihe item or series title, allowing
fifty or more eniries per card; (2) list on one line the book number, title (abbreviated, if necessary) and date, allowing about ten entries per card; or (3)
prepare a separate card for each title.
The illustration of the vear card in Lvle's article with entries for the Statis-
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tical Abstract is apparently intended to show how to "bring together all publications in the same series" on one card. It is not clear how it would accomplish this
unless the main entries in the catalog are titles entries which are filed alphabetically. f{owever, Lyle indicates tJrat he maintains his file in shelflist order. I
find that depositories maintain only one set of records, with few if any added
entries for titles and/ot subjects. They arrange these records either in shelflist
order, or alphabetically by corporate author. In using shelflist order, they must
prepare a new card whenever there is a change of SUDOCS number. In using an
alphabetical anangement by corporate author, they must prepare a new card if
the change in SUDOCS number also results in a change in author and/or title
of a series.
In either of the above situations the documents librarian must enter crossreferences on both the new and old record cards. This is not too burdensome
when compared with the extensive amount of changes required for reclassifying. The important thing is that the documents librarian has an accurate record
of his holdings and their location. I do not find it essential to have all publications in the same series shelved together in the same location, or listed on the
same tecord card as long as there are adequate cross-references.Lest some documents librarians comment that this is fine for a closed collection, let me assure
them that not only are our collections shelved in open stacks, but also our records are located in the documents reference room and are open and available to
the public.-LeRoy C. Schwarzkopf, Gouernment Documents Librarian, McKeIdin Library, Uniuersity of Maryland, College Park.

CORRECTION
Footnotes 2 and,9 of Frances L. Hopkins "General Classification TheoryA Review of Classification Research Group Work" [Spring 1973] were published incorrectly and should read:

The error is regretted.
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REVIEWS
Stevenson, Gordon, ed. "Trends in
Archival
and Reference Collections of Recorded Sound," Library Trends 2l:l-155 (July 1972).
$2.50.
This valuable publication should
be especially helpful to those librari
ans and scholars who do not quite
know what to think about the field of
recorded sound. This reviewer has
never seen such a broad view of the
potential value of and current state
of afiairs in this area or so frank a
summary of its problems.
In the opening article, on the subject of "sound scholarship," Edward
E. Colby contributes a fascinating discussion of what needs to be done "so
that the world of sound will take its
place alongside the world of print as
a fully utilizable resource in formal
and informal education." By his description of important archives and
presentation of examples of scholarly uses of sound recordings, he makes
a powerful case for full use of such
resources. By discussion of such problems as preservation of materials, organization, documentation, and specialization to avoid duplication within the field, he shows the magnitude
of the task which remains, despite the
good start already made, before the
materials are fully available for research.
Although rather dimcult to read
because of occasional thickets of
terminology, Gordon Stevenson's consideration of discography, the procedures which in the field of recorded sound are analogous to those called
"bibliography" in the field of print,
is a valuable effort to organize a language vital to research in the newer
field. In a rather angry tone Carlos B.
Hagen explains the problems of archivists in relation to librarians and
Volume 17,Number 3,Summer 1973

scholars so book-oriented that they
cannot conceive of value (other than
entertainment) in recordings' This reviewer has been {ortunate to frnd
among both groups increasing accePtance and at least moral suPPort for
the value of sound-collections, unfor'
tunately during a period when desperately needed financial suPPort is
so difficult to obtain for any worthy
purpose. In the rest of the issue Donald L. Leavitt gives a concise history
and description of "Recorded Sound
in the Library of Congress"; Norman
Hoyle provides an interesting discussion of the origins, nature, and
unique sorts of usefulness of oral
history projects; Walter L. Welch offers his views about the accuracy of
various methods of recording, the
means of preservation of the difierent types of recordings, and the ways
in which these recordings can be reproduced; Donald C. Robbins describes most of the bibliograPhic
tools which deal with in-print commercially produced recorded material;
and Abe A. Goldman offers advice to
archivists on relevant aspects of the
copyright laws.
As Stevenson says in his excellent
introduction, there still exists "a serious lack of agreement as to the social
and cultural value of historical and
recorded
of
research
collections
sound." This set of articles explains
many of the reasons for this problem
and forcefully illustrates that there
is great scholarly value in such colWarren, lr., The
lections.-Richard
Yale Collection of lli.storical Sound
Recordings, YaIe Uniuersity Library,
N ew H auen, Connecticut.
Christ, John M. Concepts and Subiect
Headi,ngs: Thei,r Relation in In'
formation Retrieual and LibrarY
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Science. Metuchen, N.J.r Scarecrow Press, 1972. 174p. ISBN 08r08-049r-3.$5.00.
It is well known that the subject
approach to information in libraries
is something less than systematic. No
comprehensive code for subject work
exists, and little advance has been
made in this area of library science
since Cutter. This serious absence of
guiding principles togerher with the
ever increasing complexity of knowledge and the specialized demands of
information
seekers has led to a
marked dissatisfaction with the quality
of
subject
retrieval
possible
through library catalogs. Recent efforts directed toward the improvement of this situation have resulted
in research into both general and special areasof subject analysis.
Concepts and Subiect Headings is
a study of subject approach in the social sciences. The aim of this study
is to discover "what congruence, if
anp exists between the terminology
of social science and the subject headings used by libraries to catalog rhe
literature of social science." More
specifically, it is a comparison of concepts used in selected information
sources in the social sciences with the
headings contained in Subiect Headings Used in the Dictionary Catalogs
of the Library of Congress (LCSH),
7th edition. In making his comparisons, the author considers his data
from three points of view.
Term-for-term
matching of concepts and subject headings receives
the greatest emphasis, with the matching process being applied ro rhree different kinds of data. The first comparison is between the main headings
in the index to the International Enryclopedia of the Social Sciences and
their counterparts in LCSH. In this
case the concepts were chosen for
their "high degree of generality"the criterion for generality being inclusion in the Encyclopedi.a. The sec-
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ond group of concepts represent "interdisciplinary
terrns" chosen from
thirteen basic social science textbooks.
In the third case, the concepts are sociological terms chosen because sociology is a traditior;.al field in which
it might be expected that the basic
terminology would be firmly established. The methodology used in analyzing the data is the same in all cases.
Social science concepts have been
searched in ZCSII to establish whether the list provides direct access
through an identical heading, indirect
access through a reference, oblique
access through a term or group of
terms similar to the concept, or no access.From a tabulation of the results,
the author concludes that there is considerable difierence between the terminology of the social scientist and
the subject headings in a library catalog, and the more specialized the terminology the less likely that the catalog will provide any accessto the topic. Also, subject headings proved to
be structurally less complex than their
social science counterparts.
Another aspect of the study is an
attempt to determine how well subject headings reflect the variety and
meaning of terms within the framework of the social sciences. The subheadings which appear under main
topics in the index of the Encyclopedia arc compared with the list of
synonyms and related subject headings listed as references under the appropriate headings in ZCSFI. Statistically, the author proves that the user
making a subject search receives far
more help from the index than he
does from the library catalog. However, it should be pointed out that the
problem is more complex than is indicated, especially since the tools being
used for comparison differ greatly in
their origin and function and in the
level of specificity for which they
have been designed.
Finally, subject headings assigned
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by the Library of Congress to books
included in the bibliographies of selected topics from the International
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences
are examined to see how closely they
match the topics under which the
books are listed. Very Iittle agreement
was found, but there are other variables involved. Studies have showr
that consistency in choice of subject
headings, even among subject specialists, is frequent\ low, so that indexer
performance is an important factor.
Also, if subject headings are not consistent with the topic it may be that
the content of the book and the topic
do not coincide. While it is reasonable to assume that the works in a
bibliography will be related to the
topic on which thev are considered to
bJ authoritative, they may be broader
or narrower in scope or only peripherally related to the topic. For an accurate picture of the situation an answer is needed to the ouestion "Do
the subject headings used in the study
describe the content of the book?"
Although this publication may interest librarians working with the social sciences, it has serious shortcomings in the choice of data and in the
research methodologies used. The wisdom of a comparison between a general subject heading list and an index to an encyclopedia is open to
question. These two devices are designed to retrieve information at different levels of specificity and are intended for difierent kinds of users.
Even though the author is only interestcd in identifying general trends,
the reliability of the conclusions must
be challenged in several instances.
Some factors which would have affected the study have been overlooked, and there are numerous errors
in tabulations of the data and interpretation in the body of the text.
More serious is evidence that there is
some misunderstanding of the structure and function of LCSH and a
Volume 17,Number 3,Summer 1973

definite confusion in the distinction
between "see" and "see also" references.
The author's overall conclusion
that there is a serious gap between
the terminology of the social scientist
and the library catalog is probably
true. Indeed, more thorough research
might well produce the same results.
-Nancy
J. Wi,ili,amson, Faculty of
Library Science, Uniuersity of Toronto.
Bhattacharyya, G. Cataloguing Research in India. Bangalore: DRTC,
1969,68p.
Ranganathan, S. R., and Bhattacharyya, G. Conf ict of AuthorshiP:
Corporate Body us. CorPorate
Body. Bangalore: 1970,59p.
Cataloguing Research in India and
Conflict of Authorship: Corporate Body
as. Corporate Body arc two short monographs which have been extracted from
Library Science wi,th a Slant to Documentation, a serial published jointly by
the Sarada Ranganathan Endowment
for Library Science Training Centre
and the Documentation Research and
Training Centre. They appeared in
volumes 6 (1969) and 7 (1970), respectively.
Bhattacharyya begins by discussing
briefly the history of cataloging mentioning such giants as Panizzi, Jewett,
Cutter and their contributions to library science. According to the author, the works of these early giants
were pragmatic and therefore limited
because they were not based on fundamental laws. In 1928, Ranganathan
intuited the five fundamental laws
of library science: Books are for use,
Every reader his book, Every book its
reader, Save the time of the reader,
A library is a growing organism; a
priori research in library science was
born. India employs both a priori' and
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pragmatic research, a combination
formulated to obtain the best possible results.
The
development
of some of
Ranganathan's early works is outlined:
Classified Catalogue Code,
Theory of Library
Catalogue, Dictionary Catalogue Code, and Library
Catalogue: Fundamentals and Procedures. The final secrion deals with
critical and comparative studies of
cataloging research after 1950 and international attempts to develop uniform cataloging procedures.
The second pamphlet deals with
the difficult topic of "corporate body
vs. corporate body." The authors contend that an adequate definition of
the term "corporate author" will resolve many of the conflicts which face
catalogers today. The pamphlet is divided into sections. Each part deals
with comparativg critical analysis of
cataloging rules involving the following kinds of corporate bodies: Government, Near Sovereign Body, Quasi
Government, Institution, and ConferThe authors point out that many
of the rules for choice of headings
for corporate entries are not specifically stated but must be determined or
"distilled" from implied rules which
they called "distilled definitions."
In Section E on Institution, the
authors present an interesting discussion of "Institution vs. Institutional
Organ Conference." It is stated that
all of the cataloging codes had resolved the conflict except the AngloAmeri,can Cataloging Rules (AACR).
"There appears to be no Rule in
AACR
(1967) which is specifically
turned on the conference confined to
the members of its Organizing Body.
.
The definition distilled out of
Rule 87 to resolve the conflict under
consideration violates the definition
of the term 'Corporate Author."'
AACR (p.ll) defines a corporare
body as ".
any organization or
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group of persons that is identified by
a name and that acts or may act as an
entity. Corporate bodies cover a broad
range of categories of which the following are typical: associations, institutions, business firms, non-profit enterprises, governments, specific agencies of government, conferences, and
expeditions." AACR Rule 87 states,
"Enter a conference
under its
name. . ." Since it seems the conflict
does not exist within AACR, one wonders what definition is in conflict?
Both publications are indexed.
The titles of the rules are abbreviated and are followed by dates of publication. Explanations of abbreviations are given in the first section of
each work. The subsections are numbered and I found this to be rather
and
distracting.
The
confusing
pamphlets will probably interest persons doing research in comparative
O. Mattheus,
cataloging.-Geraldine
Student, School of Library Sci,ence,
Case Western Reserae Uniaersity, Cleueland, Ohio.
Brown, Clara D. Serials: Acquisition
dt Maintenance. Birmingham, Ala.:
EBSCO Industries, Inc., n.d. 201p.
$4.95.
Intended as an aid for the inexperienced librarian, Serials: Acquisition dv Maintenance is primarily descriptive and explanatory. Content
emphasis is directed to its use as an
initial
source of information:
as
such, the work fills an important gap
in serials literature. ft offers a balance
between the local handbook of practice and the in-depth presentation offered by Osborn's Serial Publications.
Brown's experience in the extensive
reorganization
and supervision
of
serials work at Louisiana State Uni
versity provides an impressive background for her approach.
Throughout,
Brown rightly
focuses discussions of routines and de-
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cisions on the central serials record.
That its integrity is her chief concern
is illustrated by recommendations for
constant review,
careful planning,
and, above all, simplicity of file and
routine. The volume is valuable for
the sample records included with careful discussion of their use. The suggested decision flow patterns help
orient the new librarian to the necessary participation of other departments in serials functions. Brown adheres to no rigid methodology; but instead, she advocates the need to adapt
or improvise as local needs require.
Two sections of the book are particularly helpful. One specifies both
necessary and supplemental tools for
serials work grouped by the type of
information supplied. The other section provides brief descriptions of
the major serial acquisitions and control programs (e.g., PL 480 and the
National Serials Data Program) . The
ramifications of such plans in decision making are great and for this
reason should be familiar to even the
most inexperienced librarian.
There are some disturbing factors
about the book. The index is hopeIessly clogged with chapter subheadings. Thus, there are entries for
"Most important point in the Serial
Record" and "Keeping one's ear to
the ground." And the bibliography
is useless since it is arranged alphabetically rather than topically and
contains no annotations.
It is most regretable, too, that serials selection is accorded only brief attention. The rising cost of subscriptions, the increasingly proportionate
place that serials assume in the total
acquisitions budget, and the associated costs of binding and storage demand that a thoughtful approach to
collection building be undertaken.
Brown does not suggest the use of review tools (Katz is nowhere mentioned), nor does she specifically discuss the need for resource allocation.
Volume 17,Number
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Finally, Brown's language is, at
times, incomprehensible. Some sentences require repeated reading or a
to
punctuation
rearrangement of
make sense. While this is a serious
fault it will detract only sometimes
from the extensive use this book deserves.-l/ancy l. Buckeye, Uniuersity
of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont.
Sparck Jones, Karen. Automatic Keyword Classification f or Inf ormation Retrieval. Hamden, Conn.:
Archon Books, 1971. $15.00 ISBN
0-208-01201-x.
This book describes an in-depth
experimental study of a retrieval classification method that is document
specific rather than knowledge specific. The author states that it is a
moot point among linguists whether
"really well-defined semantic classes,
that is classesbased on a single clearcut meaning relation, can be derived
of
from distributional information
any kind." (p.t7) In attempting to
develop classification of a distributional type, she proceeds on the assumption that words are automaticalIy in some form of relationship by
being together in a document: a class
of words is a class by being in a document text, not through any intrinsic
relationship between the words themselves. The
type of classification
looked for is a weak one, a lattice of
overlapping classes. "A classification
of this kind is clearly unlike a hierarchical one; it also differs from some
non-hierarchical classifications in not
being exclusive; and it differs from
some other multiple classifications in
being based on single key objects." (p.
20) The classification method is setbased and depends on a balance between internal and external connections of the set.
Four types of internal connections
were developed in the course of experimentation: strings, stars, cliques,
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and clumps. (p.56) Classification was
a two-stage process using a similarity
matrix and then identifying groups
of similar items. Difficulties
were
caused by frequently occurring temrs.
When "all connections for the most
frequently occurring terms" were deleted (but treated as unit classesand
not groups), retrieval performance
improved, to the surprise of the experimenters. One refreshing feature
of this monograph is the number of
surprises the experiments produced,
and the interesting questions raised,
partly as a consequence of unexpected results.
The test collection was a set of
200 documents on aerodynamics from
Cranfield II research. The various
tests applied to these documents are
described in detail, and 5l graphs illustrating the results are given, in addition to numerous tables. The experiments showed no striking difierences between the automatic classifications by strings, stars, cliques or
clumps, but only that these were better than "less well-connected or diffuse classes." (p.208) A restricred vocabulary (eliminating high frequency
terms) was necessary for satisfactory
results. Retrieval performance was
irnproved by substi,tuting keyword
g:roups for keywords; simple substitution with matching was effective. Either weighted or unweighted similarity definitions were satisfactory, no
major difficulty being encounrered by
lack of weighting.
Discussion of the rationale of the
experiments and of the experiments
themselves brought interesting questions. For example, ".
what is it
that makes a document relevant to a
question although they do not coincide verbally, where a document that
is verbally closer to it is not relevant
to the request?" (p.146) Sparck Jones
notes that document descriotions and
indexing are poor and must be improved greatly to achieve retrieval
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good enough to avoid this quandry.
"How much, therefore," she asks,
"can we hope to get around it by
using classification, given that this
classification must be based on just
these defective tefin descriptions?"
@J47) The reader is remindled that
"classification" here means classes derived from words in documents. One
answer to this question is suggested
by the McAllister dissertation: we do
not know yet what happens in the
mind of a person who creates an index to a document, but it is unmachinelike (non-automatic) and has a
human factor which makes a perceptible difierence in the resultant index.*
Further interesting Sparck Jones
questions are:. ". .
if the restricted
vocabulary performance is better, not
only than that of full vocabulary,
but than that of the complere set of
terms, why is it better?" (p.210) Why
do good classifications "give efiectively the same performance when there
are
obvious
difterences
between
them?" (p.230) "Though there is considerable overlap between class-mate
sets (if a occurs in three sets: abc,
adef, agh, the terms b,cd,eJ,g,h arc
class-mates of a) for the different
classifications, there are still some differences. Why, then, do these not affect performance more?"
(p.133)
".
II]" general, if classifications
work better than terms, it must folIow that substitution is helpful: the
question of interest is how helpful
can we expect them to be?" (p.%a)
Earlier she remarks that substitution
cannot occur without limit because
ultimately a point would be reached
* Caryl McAllistet, A Stud.yand Model
of Machi,ne-Like Indexing Behatior of
Human Indexers ([Laboratory Report,
Nov. l97l] Los Gatos, Calif.: Advanced
Systems Development Division, International Business Machines Corporation,
l97l) . 139p. Thesis-University of California, Berkeley.
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where initial descriptions would be
modified and searches turned into
something quite difierent than that
intended. Presumably these questions
are not connected with the small size
of the experimental sample or its
homogeneity, though one would like
to see the same experimentation carried out with larger and less homogeneous material just to be sure.
Sparck Jones concludes that it is
necessary to be interested in much
"tighter"
classes than
originally
thought: "We have found that we
must have stronger connections between individuals, but that we can
permit an irregular pattern, not only
of explicit connections used in class
{ormation, but of implicit ones." (p.
236) The examples of classes given
do not look like semantic classes.
That is, in most casesone cannot look
at them and tell what the document
is about. The initial assumption was
that they did not have to be meaningful; they only had to point to the
right document.
So the experiments showed that
keyword classification by various automatic means was a possibility for
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retrieval purposes. Sparck Jones is
cautious in recommending this usage
on a large scale, however, pointing
out that large collections of documents bring problems not found in
small homogeneous ones such as she
used. She also points out that as yet
"the exhaustive tests and comparisons
which are required to demonstrate
that an automatically obtained keyword classification is (a) of some value, i.e., is better than unclassified
terms, and (b) works better than any
ones
which
manually-constructed
themselves work well, have still not
been carried out." (p.23S) It is a
pleasure to read such an interesting
monograph by a thoughtful pioneer
who recognizes that the whole subject
is still very much in its infancy. The
book is maned by being printed in
exceedingly fine type, which probably
will preclude its getting the attention
it deserves. One can understand why
all the graphs and tables had to be included, but the argument throughout
the text is much more intriguing.Phyllis A. Richmond, School of Library Science, Case Western Reserue
U ni,uersity, Cleaelan d, O hi o.
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Bethesda, Maryland 20014
Payment must accompany orders totaling less than $10.00. Book rate or library
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Cataloging

and

Technical

Seruices Round,

Table

(Indianapolis,

Sept. 29-30,

l97l) . 1971.29p.ED 072804.MF $0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution:

Indiana

Library

Association.

Daniel Melcher discuses acquisitions as they relate to user service. The text of a
skit depicting interaction between users, librarians, and the card catalog is presented.
Also included are the questions and answers from a panel forum of library users.
Edwar.d N. Howard summarizes the en{.ire program in the form of a reaction statement
from a fictitious library patron-observer.

DeVolder, Arthur L. Approual Plans: A Suruey. 1972. l6p. ED 072 810. MF
$0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution:

New Mexico

University,

Albuquerque.

Zimmerman

Library.

This is a report of a questionnaire answered by limited-budget
libraries on their
experiences with approval plans. In general it was apparent that all acquisitions
librarians have to abide by the limitations
of their institutions and that they are
subject to control by the faculty. Many were concerned with the tie-in with one
dealer, and they wished more jobbers would participate in approval plans. As a
result of the survey and other factors, it was decided to set up a plan to cover all
the areas of the University of New Mexico's curriculum.
Preparations to implement
the approval plan were completed and the plan was put into operation. The plan
which has been in operation for seven months appears to be efiective.
Epstein, A. H., and Veaner, Allen

B. A Uset's View of BALLOTS.

34p.ED 07r 723.MF $0.65,Hc $3.29.
Institution:

Stanford University,

Jwne 1972.

California.

BALLOTS
(Bibliographic Automation of large Library Operations using a Timesharing System) is an on-line interactive library automarion system that supports the
acquisition and cataloging functions of the Stanford University libraries. BALLOTS
is being implemented in a series of eleven modules. This paper describes the first
module, BALLOTS-MARC.
This module supports the production of purchase orders,
catalog card sets, spine labels, and several types of file slips and management reports.
An on-line MARC file stored on disk is updated from the weekly Library of Congress
MARC tapes. Several indexes are maintained in the file in order to support extensive
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on-line interactive file searching. One way of describing BALLOTS is to explain how
the system looks to the user and how it is used in normal day-to-day library operations. A typical book cycle is traced in the examples that follorv.
Holt,

Raymond

M. Perioilicals

for

the Asking:

A Plan

for

a Periodicals

Net-

uork; A SurueyReport of Five California Counties Made for the 49-99 CooperatiaeLibrary System.May 1971.92p. ED 061 960. MF $0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution:

Holt

(Raymond

and Associates, Del

M.)

Sponsor: 49-99 Cooperative Library

Mar,

Calif.

System, Stockton, Calif.

In an attempt to improve access to periodicals, the serial holdings of public,
academic, and special libraries in a five-county area surrounding Stockton, California
were interfiled and studied. Policies and procedures concerning periodical selection,
processing, use, and retention were identified through a questionnaire. The study
revealed that the combined periodical resources of the area are much richer than
those of any one library or group of libraries. As a result, development of a cooperative periodicals network is proposed. The organization, technical processes, and
finances involved in such a network are discussed.

Inf ormation on the MARC System.2d,ed,.1972.34p.ED 067 l19. MF $0.65,HC
$3.29.
Institution:

Library

of Congtess, Washington,

D.C. MARC

Development

Office.

This publication contains a brief description of the MARC communications format, a summary of how machine-readable records are ceated, information about the
MARC Distribution
Service, and a selected bibliography
of publications concerning
MARC, written by either Library of Congress staff members or others. In addition,
a report on automation
summarizes the
in technical processing at the Library
principal activities of the MARC Development Office.

Irvine, Ruth. MIRC for Cataloguers:
An Explanation of Its Use.1972.43p.HC
(SouthamptonUniversityLibrary, SouthamptonS095NH, Eng.).
Institution: SouthamptonUniversity (England) Library.
A seminar on practical MARC cataloging was held at Southhampton
University
library in April 1972. MARC enables the catalog data for any given work to be read
and manipulated by the computer, which means that each record is broken down
into its component parts, and each is given a symbol (a tag) which the machine is
programrned to recognize when action is required on it. In MARC, the breakdown
of each record and the tagging structure is as detailed as is practical This is to
give the computer as much flexibility
as posible in handling the data. This text
was prepared for the use of the participants in the working seminar, and is being
made available with the intent that it will aid catalogers and library school students
in gaining a briqf introduction
to the MARC system.
Klein, Ann S., and Passiakos, Margaret. lournal
Conftol System by Batch Processing at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. January 1973. 53p. ORNL-4837.
MF $0.95, HC $3.00. (National Technical Information
Service, Springfield,

vA 22151).

Institution:

Oak Ridge National

Laboratory,

Tennessee.

The Oak Ridge National l-aboratory
(ORNL)
integrated computer programs
for journal control have been extensively revised so that all journal ordering for
ORNL, Y-12, and ORGDP is handled through this system. This series of programs
provide:
(l) management. information
in the form of cost, subscfiber, and title
statistics; (2) seven copy purchase requisitions; and (3) claim letters to vendors
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relating to missing issues, In addition, computer check-in, notification of binding,
and recording of journal arrival is provided for the Central Research Library, This
report is divided into four sections. Section I describes the title and vendor backup
files. Section 2 relates to the control of ordering, statistics, claiming, and preparation
of purchase orders. Section 3 discusses the checking in, binding, listing of arrivals,
and handling of subscription stoppages. Section 4 is concerned with programs which
provide a union list and authoriry file of all journals in the Knoxville-Oak
Ridge
area. The Appendix contains flow charts of the programs in the system.
Klingbiel,

Paul H. Machine-Aided
Indexing. March 1971. 152p. AD 721 875. ME
Technical Information
Service, Springfield, VA
$0.95, HC $3.00 (National

22r5r).

Institution:

Defense Documentation

C'enter, Alexandria,

Va.

Progress is reported on the development of a partial syntactic analysis technique
for indexing text. Although over 500,000 words of text have been indexed, this report
is limited to the analysis of results at the 115,000 word level. There is rhe expectation that the error rate of commission, the selection of grammatically
incorrect
word sequences, can be held to the 2 percent level. Dictionary growth is reasonable.
Computer processing speeds are good. Original and revised indexing subroutines are
provided. Appendixes provide samples of good index terms for each acceptable format in the format dictionary as lvell as samples of incorrect word sequences.
Lauterbach,

Guy. A Cataloguing

System for Machine

1971.l5p. ED 071678.MF $0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution:

Oregon State University,

Readable

Data Bases. June

Corvallis.

The purpose of this report is to define a system by which computerized data
bases may be cataloged for easy reference and availability. Emphasis was placed on
identification of what information
should be included in or excluded from such a
catalog. The objective of rhe proposed cataloging system is to provide the potential user with information
which would help him decide whether or not he
would want to us€ a particular data base.
Lehnus,

Donald

J. A Comparison

of Panizzi's 91 Rules and the AACR

of 1967.

December1972.40p.
ED 0717ll. MF 90.65,HC 93.29.
Institution: Illinois University,Urbana.GraduateSchoolof Library Science.

MoIt:, fhjlip M. Optimal Linear Ordering of Information ltems. June 1971.
33p. AD 781 770.MF 90.95,HC 93.00 (National Technical Information Ser.
. vices,Springfield,VA 22151)
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Library Resourcesb Technical Services

Institution:
Center.

Massachusetts Institute

of Technology,

Cambridge.

Operations

Research

Efficient search of items in a store of information,
such as books in a library,
abstracts of articles, information in a computer data bank or the like, requires that
the items most closely connected in content be close together, in order that a person
looking for some particular information
may concentrate his search on as small a
part of the store as possible, The degree of connectedness between two items, I and
J, can be expressed in terms of a correlation index Nrr. Methods of estimating these
indexes are discussed. Once the correlation indexes are known for each pair of items
in thc.store, it is possible to assign a position Xr for each item I, along a linear
classification scale, such that the larger the N1y between items I and J the closer
the two items are on the scale. Such a scale would indicate the optimal ordering of
trooks on library shelves or of items in any other dara collection. It also would provide
means for assigning optimal subject descriptors for a computer-based information
store. A procedure is described whereby the values of the Xr may be determined
in terms of the Nrr.
National

Commission

on

Libraries

and

Information

Science. Annual

Report

1971-1972.January 1973.34p. ED 071 679. MF $0.65,HC 90.40 (Supt. of
Docs.,Govt. Print. Off., Washington,DC 20402StockNumber 5200-00002).
Institution:
D.C.

National

Commision

on Libraries

and Information

Science, Washington,

The National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science has been concerned in its initial year with every type of library and with all types of information
resources and services. This first annual report summarizes the year's activities under
the following headings: meetings and committees, other agencies, regional hearings,
working philosophy, major goals, organization of library service, information
needs
of users, financing of libraries, adequacies and deficiencies of present libraries and
information systems, applications of new technology, and improved manpower. Contained in the appendixes are: Public Law 9l-345 which established the commission,
list of members, committees, Iist of witnesses at commission hearings, contracts
awarded, and the fiscal statement. (The commission hearings and testimony are
available as ED 068 143 through ED 068 145.)

Ohio CollegeLibrary Center.Annual Report, 1971/1972.1972.l8p. ED 067 ll8.
MF $0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution:

Ohio College Library

Center, Columbus.

The fifth annual report of the Ohio Cotlege Library Center disarsses the implementation, operation, and enhancement of the on-line union catalog and shared
cataloging system. The previous four annual reports are available as ED 05g 730,
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Definitive
New
Reference!
BiochemicalSociety Symposia: Number 36

PLASTIKLIPS
Wedon't want to corner the Paper
Clip Market. Our clips are different. That's why we spell Plastiklips with a "K"
Plastiklips are great for:
(All Kinds)
Koding
(Swenf
Kolors
Konvenience (Remindersl
(No Rusting or Tearingl
Klean
Klever
lAttention Gettersl
For packing information and prices
please write to:
-ta

MWawweneefu
vt

llgGAN HIGHUNDAVE,NE 'ATBNTA

GA 3036

AND
NEUROTRANSMITTERS
METABOLIC
REGULATION
EditedbyR M S Smellre
A biochemical mapping that will bring
researchers closer to an understanding
of how the nervous system oPerates

$ 1 2 . 0 0p e r c o p y
EB|sGO
Mr.

SUBSCNIPTTOI|
R. Reese

P.O. Box

1g43

SERYIGES

rauol..-.ti
h*ffilr

\

B i r m i n g h a m , A l a b a m a3 5 2 O 1
EBSCO Subscnphon Servrces rs sole drstnbutor
rnUSA CanadaandMexrco

You don't have to
be a giant to own
'the Mansell'

A recent analysis ofdirect-order
subscriptions to the National Union
Catalog,Pre-r 956 Imprints showed us
that 59/o ofclassifiable libraries have
collections offewer than 3oo,ooo
volumes. Is it working for you in
yourlibrary?
For further information about the
series and details about ordering,
write to:

MANSELL

Place
3 Bloomsbury

London wcre zqe England

Introducin$
Iulollewlmruntant
BtBU00mPilEI00t$
LC/TITLE REGISTERlictc alphabeticallythe full tltle entry ot
all library materlalscataloguedby the Library ot Congre3s
since January1970.
Und€reach title 6ntry data also shown includes:
plusbeginningJanuary1973
beginning
January1970
r LC card order number
r ISBNwhere assigned
. AuthoritativeLC illain
o UniformTitle
Enlry
. SeriesAdded Enlrieg
. MARC/CIPIndicalor
Flags

LC/ENGLISHTITLEREGISTER
is identicalto lhe tull LC Tille
Registerabove,ercepi il contains only the Engllsh language
entries. All toreign language matorials have been removed
tor ihe conyenienceof libraries nol inleresled in these tilles.

TITLEREGISTER
USESaboundfor all libraries;academicand public,researchand
special,largeand small:
. ordercatalogcardsfrom LC by numberandsave400per title search
. verifyindividualpurchaserequisitionsby title for correctidentitication
. whentitle is known,searchcurrentmaterialscontentsof catalogfiles
arrangedby authoritative
LC MainEntry,e.9.,
M NationalUnionCatalog
fl RegionalUnionCatalogs
fl ProofslipFiles
f, AuthorCatalogs
E OfficialCatalogs
f, DepositoryCardFiles
. Use as title index to MARC taoes and other MARC based files

SubscriptionRales
LClTitle
LG/Eng[3n
Subscriptions
tor Title Regislers
Regisler Tltlo Roslslet
on 4"x6" negatiye WeeklyUpdate& Bi-Monthly
RunninqCumulations s2,240 $1,150/Yr.
microfiche Bi-Monthly
Update& Cumulation
$1,200 t 385/Yr.
MergedRegistertor 1970,'71, and'72
s 800 $ 410
Specialdiscountsavailablefor multipleyear subscriptionsand quan!!nn tity
nntn orders for library consortiaand network groups.ORDERFROM:
tr!n!
trtrDGINFORMATION DYNAMICS CORPORATION,Dept.TR-1200
D!trn 8OMain Street,Reading,Massachusetts01807

K&x*XI*xxxmK*
K-sas€*y

gpottt
G,bE#irttitr

pwx,crwwlJ$
X&sffiswg-d,rwdx&'s
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British

Periodicals
add newdimensions
to your researchcollections
+conomically
With our colleclion of rare British p€riodicals, the delightlul and informative
world of Britain's early periodical press is now available to students and
scholars everywhere. Whether the obiect is scholarly inquiry or pure
enioyment, access to this rich store of 17th, 18th, and 1gth century periodical

Iiteraru
reprovides
t, cand
id Iook
a cotor,u
j,E
""Ti. 1"J,"*l"ijli*rJ::

The collectionencompasses
three series:EnglishLiteraryPeriodicals,
Early British Periodicals,and British Periodicalsin lhe CreativeArts.
Togetherthey representnearly450 outslandingpublications,many ot Britain's
best writers, and a complete spectrum of topics-lrom literature, art,
music,and religion,to history,politics,agriculture,and economics.
Bibliographers
includeRichmondP. Bond of the Universityof NorthCarolina,
and DanielFaderof the Universityof Michigan.
Thes6valuabl€British periodicalsseriesgive you the opportunityto
expandyour libraryholdingsimpressively,
with only nominaldemandson your
budgetand storagefacilities.For furtherinformationpleasecontact
the SeriesProductManager,Xerox UniversityMicrofilms,
300 North Zeeb Road,Ann Arbor, Michigan 2|8106.

Xerox UniversityMicrofilms

XEROX
XEnOXo

b ! tradsmtd

d

XEROX CORPORATION

NOln'I

A NEW

Llbrary

Tool.

AVAILABLE

YOUWILL HAVE-

"c0llflDElloH'

SERIALS:
I.quitlrion
& Moinlenonce

In Our Conplcne
PcriodicolrScniccAll Amcricsnond ForcignTitlc:

by Cloro D. Brown
Library of Congress CatalogCard
Number:76:189654
Mrs. Brown has authored this book
during retirementafter 30 yearsservice as librarian at Washington
State
and Louisiana State Universities.
Librarians who have reviewedthe
volume find it "down to earth and
. "outlineswith
extremelyclear"
wit and perceptionall of the difficulties with which serials peoplemust
contend and suggestssolutions."
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A FREE C()?Y OF (x'R STIORTTAIIUAL FON THE ACOT'ISITIOTT
oF slrascnlPTloils wlLL BE SEflT Ofl BEOTTEST
ArrD scnvlclllc
WRITE OR CALL COLLCGI TO:

XAXWELL

IXTERIIAIIOXAL

Attn: Or. EArrrd Gr.V, ?t ddJtt
Fdlrbf, Pd., El.n|to?d, tlt Yo,* lc2:t
Trlrehonr: lglal 592-9lat

SUISCNIPrION

AGreI

Or to our tirttt Co.tr Oftica:
Atfi: m?. Frd Rordrr, Gn-d tsqr
fl6 to. Glodrlr Arr., Glndrb, C.lit. Cl26
T.Lol|on : 121312.10{16l

o5
on ssmmmicrotilm.
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. Available
1-17tor lhs years1924-1940-$80.00.
Volum€s
on 35mmmicrofilm'
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY. Avaitaue
l-46 for lh€years1895-1940-$275.00.
Volumes
on 3smmmicrofilm.
AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW. Avaitable
1-34lor lheyears1906-194H250
00
Volumes

volumes&14
ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED. Availableon 4xo microfiche.
lor lhe years1965-1971---$31
00. volumesls-continuing for 1972and atter---$5.00
Per year
WORLD HEALTH. Availableon 4 x 6 microficheFor lhe years1966-1971-S5ooo.
For 1972and continuingF-10t1.50.

CHEMIE.Fourthedition
BEILSTEIN'SHANDBUCHDER ORGANISCHEN

cards;16mm,35mmmicrolilm;EK,3M
Availabl€on 3 x 5, 4 x 6 microficheor micro-opaque
cartridges.Basicset, volumes1-31-$560.00($5so.0oin canridges).supplement1, volumes
($654.00in
($24200 in cartridges).Supplemsnt
1-27---$230.00
2, volumes1-27---$630.00
(S1370.min cartridgos).
carrridgss)TOTALPRICE---$1300.00

AND THE SUN SET. BartramD. sarason.A studyot the persons
HEMINGWAY
who wereprototypestor lhe charactersin "The Sun Also Rises."Ths factualityof oventsdepicted
portrailsis also discussed.30Opp. $t| 95.
and lh€ reactionsof prototypssto unflattering

A POLITICALAND DIPLOMATICHISTORYOF THE ARAB WORLD,
work
volumes,
thiscompreh€nsive
1900-1967;a chronological study. In seven
eveits and docum€ntsrelatinglo tha MiddleEast,
listsand indsies day by day si-gnificant
1900-1967-$22500.

CHILDREN OF THE SEA. sugeneo'Neill. Four previouslyunpublishedplaystrom
period.
and
aDoronticeshio
EuooneO'Nsills'appronticeship
Eugone
oeriod.Tilles includedare: "Bound Eastfor Cardiff,""Bread a
Butt6f.""Now l Ask You,"and "ShellShock."JenniferMccabeAtkinson,editor.214 pp-$8.95.
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HOID EVERYTHING!
Here's the best subscription buy you can get on the Library ol Gongress's
NationalUnion Catalog.Orders lor currenl subscriptionsbeginningwith
January, 1973 for NUG on 4rO microfiche ate now being laken at lhe
prices ollered below.

THERE'S
O]IE]AROEIilTTRlIATIOilAl

CORPORATIO]I
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REololillsERytcllto
01tsERlAls.
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T OR O N T O
MINN.

MASS.
It t.
N. J.
IRGINIA

co ro RADo

TEXAS

B ' H A M . ,A t A .

It's EBSCOSubsgription Services,growing division of a multi-million dollar corporation which maintains a malor processing department, an experienced fulfillment
centir and a title search department.
The autonomous EBSCO Subscription Service Division has ll regional offices
spotted throughout the United States, one in Canada and a foreign department at
the headquarters office. That means near-local service on all serial publicationsmonograph series, continuations, newspapers, GPO, etc. Service that's sufficiently knowledgeable and flexible to coordinate with your own library practice. Plus all
the expertise of a many-faceted international organization.
For further information, write or phone the office near you.

EBSGO SUBSGRTPTTOT
826 S NorthwestHighway
Suite llOB: DiamondHill Compler
Ba.rington,lll. 60010
2480W 26th Avenue
(312)38r.2190
Denver,Colo 80211
s€rvinglll , Ind, Mich, Mo.,Ohio,Wisc (303)433.3235
servingColo, Kan, Mont, l{eb,
P O Bor 1943
Utah,wyoming
Birmingham,Ala 35201
(205)87r.3529
2352 Utah Avetrue
sruing Ala, Fla.,Ga.,Ky, Miss, Tenn, El Segundo,Calit 90245

sc, &N.c.

540 Granite Street
Braintree.Mass 0?184
(617)843.2383
serrangMa$., Cono, Maine,
New Hampshire,Rhodelsland.Verm
415 tlouglasPlazaEuilding
Dallas.Texas75225
(214)36S-7591
seryingTeras,Ark, La, Okla
ard Merico

(2r3)772.2381

serving&i2., Nev, New Mexico
and Calit (southof San Luis obis@)
512 NicolletBuilding
Miftneaoolis.Minn 55,t02
(612) 333.5081
servinglowa,Minnesota,N D, S D
EBSCOBuildinS
Rcd Bank,N J- 0770r
(201)741.4300
servingl{ew Jersey,Penna,
and Long lsland,N Y.

iltGc
division ol lffitrle
h"

SERYIGES
681 MarketStreet
San Franci$o,Calit 94105
(4rs) 391.3500
ssving Alaska,Calif (Northot San Luis
Obispo)Hawaii,tdaho,Olegon,W6h54(FA Port Royal Road-200
Springtield,Vi|einia 22151
(703)32r.7516/ 321.0630
serYingDel.,Md, Va, lvasft, D C, W Va
545 Cedar Lane
Teaneck,New Jersey07666
(20t) 836-8700
seryingoriginalFranklinSOUarc
custome.s
inNJ,NY andpenna
Six Thorncliffe Park Dlive
foronto 17,ontario.Canada
(416)421.9000
servingCanada

TheNew
ApprovalProgram
from Baker&Thylor
offers all the refinementand specificity
required to service even the most complex
book collectionpolicy. It offers a wide range
of serviceoptions,includingLC cataloging
and interfacewith standingordersand BATAB'
Baker & Tdylor'sAutomatedBuying system.
And, Baker& Taylor offersits approval
programcustomersa choiceof discountplans.
Choosebetweena flat discountwhich starts
at a minimum of tSTo sr a variablediscount
schedule,both of which are basedon volume.
Of course,there are no servicecharges,
and delivery is free.
For informationwrite or call your nearest
Baker & Taylor library servicecenter-

TheBaker&Thylor9o.
s0uililsr olvlsl0ll
msrEnilDlvlsl0ll
30529
s0rcnM[[E,ltulttsEl 088t0 GotftncE,GEotGlr
Tel:tl0&33$5$0
Tel:201-722'8000
50XilbyAvenue,
-847
0
N.Y.
City I el: 212-227
ttsrEnilDlvlsl0l{
souTxutsrlllvlsl0ll
mDUr$0rvlsl0x
IotEllcE,ltullols6mil cun$ullE,Iurs t!f28 nilo, ttvlot t9502
ffay
Park
380Edison
Industrial
Gladiola
Avenue
Tel:702'78G6700
lel'214,427'3811
lelSl*472-2tA4
Tel:312-641-3233
Chicago

How
cono

I
:gil?." librory
Consider how long it takes to
order one subsciiption,how much
it coststo processone jnvoiceJor
paymentand sendone check.Estimalesrun from $10.00to $18.00
tor €ach order. Multiply by, ihe_
numberof subscriplionsyour library orders,and see how much
you'll save by sendingone order
andone checkfor all your periodicals to F. W. FaxonCo.
Scnd for our tr.a dcrcrlptlvc
b?ochur. end annull Libra?lrnr'
Guldc llrtlng mor. th.n 50,000
domo.tlc .nd tor.lgn pcrlodlcrl.,
Librarybusinessisou,'only
Dusiness-since1886

F.
C0.,ln(.
lll.FRX0n
IF\A/FI
15 Soutltw..l P.tk
W..lwoo.l, [.3.. 0:1090
T.l.plFn.3 (m0) 22$7tea (Toll Fr..)

Now Auailable
LC SUBJECT HEADINGS
SUPPLEMENTS
1966.1971 CUMULATION
A new tool to cut the time and
complexity of subject catdoging.
Produced from the unedited Library
of Congress maenetic tape sgurce files
of annual supplementdata for
1965rhroueh t971.
(The De/65 supplerrent is not accessible
in machine rcadable form,)
Edited to ensure conformity with the
LC Printed Supplements.
Eliminates the need to check six amual
supplements to the LC ?th Edition.
F'ormat of the cumulated supplements
is similar to standard LC Printed
Supplement style. Variations from LC
display are explained in full.
Convenient 8th x tt" size. 793 pages.
Free descriptive brochure available
on request,
Price. $40.O0ppd.

DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY-WIDE
LIBRARY AUTOMATION
PROGRAX\{S
INSTITUTE OF LIBRARY RESEARCH
SOUTH HALL ANNEX, BOX J
I.JNIVERSITYOF CALIFORNIA
BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA 94720

cry!;ili3',?flall"LE3
responsibilitynot only to maintain the collection,but to manage
the budget. ln many cases the
library'sbudgethas doubled,and
doubledagain,resultingin a substantial sum of money which is,
availablefor the purchaseof new
titles, as well as the rebindingof
old ones and the initial hardcover binding of periodicals.
As a bookkeeper,every librarian should be familarwith library
binding and library pre-binding
- the two most etfective ways
of saving money for your library.
wnrerooayrorour F
treeblochuresand n' I t LI

$i,F#,Hliff
wI
T-i6rar{ts indin!'Inst itute

50 CongressStreel, Boston,Mass.02109
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Elear
polyethylene
ofarchfualquality

N E G A T I V EP R E S E R V E R S
Only Print File preserversare optically
clear polyethyleneto let you make contact prints without rcmoving valuable
negatives trom the preserver. Print
Files protect and preserve better than
paper and virtuallyeliminaterisk of
damage or contaminationfrom chemical migration.
Print Files are supplied for all slan.
dard negative and transpareniy sizes
and to accommodateprints up to 8x10.
They are used by Smithsonian Institution, National Archives, Library of
Gongress,NASA, the LBJ, Hoover and
Truman Libraries and maior university
libraries.
PRICES: Series 35-78 for 35 frames
35mm tilm, $20.00per 100. Series 12048 tot 12 frames 120 fih, $20.00 per
100. Other styles and sizes comparably priced.

ThEBEIIT

se*drTbols
lnexXstenoe

NO MATTER HOW sophisticated your technical processingsystem is - manual use
of NUC and proof slips or on-line computer terminals - you aren't getting the "hit"
rate you can get from BIBNET SEARCH MODULES.
REASON: Each week we put in all new MARC titles and then add three times that
amount of additional titles LC is currently cataloging for a total of 300;000titles a
year. Then we index the whole data base by authoritative LC data entries for high
speed search by
. TITLE
a MAIN ENTRY(author)
. LCCARDNUMBER
HOW MUCH DOES lT COST? A needless "no-hit" can cost you $5.00each or more
in extra processing costs. Let our representative show you and your staff how
BIBNET Modules can speed up technical processing and do it at lower cost. The
modulescome in three sizes:small (Title Registers),medium(MCRS100),and large
(MCRS 500), with payment options to suit your budget.
HOW TO GET AGTION: Clip the Coupon, write or call. We'll be happy to respond
according to your wishes - more information by mail - or a visit by the BIBNET
representativein your area.
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INFORMATIONDYNAMICSCORP.,Dept.DB-9200
to Main Street,Reading,Mass.01867

I

contactme.
E Pleasehaveoneof yourBIBNETrepresentatives
by returnmail.
n Yes,I wouldlike moreinformation
..
Name
TitleOrqanization
Address
City
State,Zip
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INFORMATTONDYNAMTCSCORPORATTON
80 Main Street,Reading,Mass.(nffiz
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ORDERNOW

TIBRARIANS'
HANDBOOK
$8.00 per copy U.S.A.,Canada, Mexico
$8.50 per copy all other countries
( f r e e t o c u s t o m e r so f E B S C OS U B S C R I P T I O NS E R V I C E S )
TheL973-T4editioncontains over 60,000titles. Periodicals,newsp a p e r s a n n u a l s , m o n o g r a p h s e r i e s , c o n t i n u a t i o n sa n d a n y t h i n g
e ls e d e f i n a b l ea s a s e r i a l i s i n c l u d e d ; c o v e r a g e i n c l u d e s s e r i a l s
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